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Abstract 

 

The exploratory behaviour issue has received considerable attention in both online and brick-

and-mortar consumer behaviour literature so far. However, regarding the widely prevalent use of 

mobile commerce in daily life, surprisingly, mobile exploratory behaviour has seldom been 

investigated. It is unclear to what extent mobile commerce characteristics can facilitate 

explorative behaviour. Thus, this study aims to fill the gap in the extant literature by examining 

the positive relationship between the perceived value, namely, functional, emotional and social 

and exploration (diversive and specific), which in turn, directly impacts future patronage 

intention. Due to the pivotal role of flow state in computer-mediated and online behaviour in the 

extant literature, the current study set out to examine the mediation role of flow between the 

relationship of perceived values and divisive vs specific exploration.  This thesis begins with a 

brief overview of the recent history of noted research elements and proposes the conceptual 

model based on the stimulate-organism-response (S-O-R) model. It then discussed the 

hypotheses development. The remaining part of the paper proceeds with details on the data 

collection process and the methodological approach adopted to test these relationships.   
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1.Introduction 

 

Given the pervasive role of the Internet in every facet of life, considerable scholarly attention in 

online consumer behaviour, so-called electronic commerce (e-commerce), has emerged in 

academia for more than twenty-five years. Compared with the physical shopping experience, the 

online shopping experience attributes to less restrictive, allowing consumers to feel more 

freedom during their consumption experience (Chan et al., 2017). Likewise, mobile commerce, 

which derives from e-commerce, benefits the consumer to experience more convenient 

purchasing, better-personalized offers and faster shopping, resulting in the enormous popularity 

of mobile shopping platforms among online consumers (Chopdar & Balakrishnan, 

2020).Therefore, recent trends in online shopping behaviour have led to a proliferation of studies 

focusing on mobile commerce. The advancement of mobile computing technology has 

profoundly transformed the way consumers explore online environments to satisfy their 

curiosity, thereby shifting the paradigm in exploratory behaviour from stagnant to on-the-go 

exploration.  However, while the existing body of research has addressed several fundamental 

issues in e-commerce and m-commerce, there is little, if any, published research on exploratory 

behaviour, as one of the focal issues in consumer behaviour (Baumgartner & Steenkamp, 1996), 

in mobile commerce context.  

The exploratory behaviour concept, stemming from psychology (Berlyne, 1954), has received 

considerable attention in the consumer behaviour area since 1980 (Raju, 1980). To date, 

numerous studies have yielded some important insights into the concept of consumer exploratory 

behaviour (Baumgartner & Steenkamp, 1996; Bloch, Ridgway & Sherrell, 1989; Hoffman and 

Novak, 1996; Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982) but some aspects of this concept have remained 

unravelled. In consumer behaviour literature, it seems conventional wisdom that explorative 
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behaviour is viewed as an experiential activity driven genuinely by intrinsic motivation or a 

personality trait. However, Demangeot and Broderick (2010) challenged this widely held view 

by raising questions regarding the occurrence of distinguished behaviours (i.e., breadth and 

depth), various environmental stimuli, and different outcomes during online navigations. They 

believe that exploration is inherent in the context of online shopping, and there is no way to 

imagine the online shopping decision process without exploratory behaviour. They further 

claimed that the intrinsic or extrinsic motivation of exploration could co-exist in each activity 

simultaneously (i.e., scrolling, searching, browsing). In this sense, online exploration is neither 

pure browsing nor genuine search activity.  

Inspired by Berlyne's work (1960; 1962), Demangeot and Broderick (2010) identify two forms 

of consumer online exploratory behaviour: diversive and specific. Diversive exploration is 

defined as “those activities that involve exposure to a range of stimuli and suggestions, 

increasing the diversity of options” (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010). Specific exploration refers 

to “those activities that focus on specific stimuli such as information, virtual or vicarious 

experiences of a particular product” (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010). While the former seems 

more experiential in nature, the latter reflects more goal-oriented characteristics. Given that they 

conducted a qualitative study, they called for further research to empirically examine these two 

types of exploration in the online context.  

Using the stimuli-organism-response (S-O-R) framework, this study analyzes how the 

consumption value of mobile commerce creates patronage intention through exploratory 

behaviours. We chose the S-O-R framework because previous studies prove that several 

environmental stimuli of mobile commerce can trigger the consumer internal process by which 

the behavioural intention is likely to appear (Ashraf, Thongpapanl, Anwar, Lapa, & Venkatesh, 
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2021; Akram, Ansari, Fu, & Junaid, 2020; Chopdar & Balakrishnan, 2020; Cho, Lee, & Yang, 

2019; C. Peng & Kim, 2014 ) . The current study's variables comprise three groups: a) 

environmental stimuli including functional, emotional, and social value, b) organism: flow and 

specific and diversive exploration or c) response: future patronage intention. The central question 

in this study asks how perceived value emanating from handheld mobile devices influences 

diversive and specific exploration in mobile commerce. In turn, how do specific and diversive 

exploration influence patronage intention in the context of mobile commerce?  The primary 

purpose of the presented study is to investigate the relationship between exploration (specific vs. 

diversive) as an organism and perceived functional, emotional, and social value as environmental 

stimuli and future patronage intention as responses. This study also aims to explore the 

mediation role of flow on the relationship between perceived value and specific vs. diversive 

exploration.   

The current study proposes three types of perceived value regarding environmental stimuli: 

functional, emotional, and social. Perceived value has been recognized as a critical concept in the 

marketing discipline for decades. Notwithstanding, what is less clear is the nature of perceived 

value in mobile commerce. In their recent literature review, Dastane, Goi, and Rabbanee (2020) 

identified several characteristics of mobile perceived value: information, interface, 

customization, gamification, gratification, credibility, social, convenience, economic and visual 

value. However, they have failed to provide a clear and parsimonious definition of the perceived 

value components. Another serious weakness of their conceptualization is that several of the 

introduced elements seem to overlap conceptually. The authors also make no attempts to 

operationalize the dimensions. In addition, although existing research recognise consumer 

motivations to conduct online browsing in m-commerce, the impact of mobile characteristics on 
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online information-seeking has been understudied (Ono et al., 2012). Accordingly, Ono et al. 

(2012) raised question to identify the mobile commerce characteristics that impact on online 

browsing. Therefore, to fill these gaps, the presented study attempts to conceptualize and 

operationalize the consumer perceived value in mobile commerce. 

This study also suggests that the flow state could mediate between perceived value and 

explorative behaviour. Extant literature suggests that consumers who experience a more flow 

state tend to be involved in greater exploratory behaviour in the computer-mediated environment 

(Novak, Huffman, & Duhachek, 2003). Mahnke et al.( 2015) discussed that different types of 

information-seeking activities, either specific or broad, are associated with the flow state. 

However, evidence for the impact of flow state on specific exploratory behaviour and diversive 

exploratory behaviour has been mixed. While  Novak et al (2003) and Rettie (2001) found that 

flow state more likely occurs during direct and goal-oriented online information seeking 

behaviour, Korzaan (2004) and Richard and Chandra (2005) highlighted the dominant role of 

flow state throughout the indirect and experiential online browsing. Mahnke et al.( 2015) , 

therefore, called for further examination regarding the relationship between flow state and 

different types of online exploratory behaviours. Also, given the clear discrepancies between e-

commerce and m-commerce, to the best of our knowledge, there is no attempt to investigate the 

direct effect of flow on exploratory behaviour in mobile commerce and the mediating role of 

flow between the relationship of perceived value and exploratory behaviour. 

The proposed study contributed to a deeper understanding of mobile exploratory behaviour in 

three ways. First and foremost, we extend the literature on curiosity and exploratory behaviour to 

mobile commerce by operationalized and measuring both diversive and specific consumer 

exploratory behaviour. The present study fills the gaps in the literature by empirically examining, 
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for the first time, the relationship between the perceived functional, emotional, and social value 

on diversive vs. specific exploration and diversive vs. specific exploration on patronage intention 

in the context of the mobile device. Second, to answer the call for future research in the extant 

literature, this thesis has provided a deeper insight into m-commerce perceived value by 

providing clear and parsimonious definitions and empirical evidence. Finally, the findings of this 

study provide additional evidence for the relationship of flow and exploratory behaviour and 

highlight the potential usefulness of flow state as a unidimensional formative construct.  

The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner: first, a review of relevant bodies of 

literature and the theoretical background of the study is discussed. We then propose a research 

model and statement of hypotheses. Following that, the research methodology, including the 

sample, measure and data collection, is described. The data analysis and its results are discussed 

in the next sections, followed by theoretical and managerial implications, limitations and 

suggestions for future research.  

2. Theoretical Framework 

 

2.1. Stimulus – Organism – Response framework 

 

In online shopping behaviour, a large and exponential growing body of literature has utilized the 

Stimulus-Organism-Response theory, developed by Mehrabian and Russell (1974) (Eroglu, 

Machleit, & Davis, 2001; Huang, 2012; Manganari, Siomkos, Rigopoulou, & Vrechopoulos, 

2011;  Peng & Kim, 2014). Based on the original explanation of the S-O-R framework, the 

environment's characteristics activate consumers' internal state, leading them to be responsive to 

the environment in two ways: approach and avoidance. In other words, stimuli are triggers that 

arouse consumers; the organism is an internal evaluation of consumers; response is an outcome 
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of the consumers' reaction toward the phenomenon resulted from their internal evaluation (Chan 

et al., 2017). There are three reasons why adopting S-O-R Model is helpful to strengthen a study 

in the context of online consumer behaviour (Parboteeah et al., 2009). First and foremost, it 

provides a theoretical and parsimonious justification to consider online features as environmental 

stimuli. Second, this model allows us to assess consumer engagement in the online experience. 

Last but not least, it provides a rational explanation for investigating online consumption 

experience as an individual state resulting from environmental cues and causing reactions to the 

environment. 

This study considers the artefacts factors (Finneran & Zhang, 2003) associated with mobile 

commerce, used by individuals to perform the task, as environmental stimuli. Artefacts can 

represent either as a toy or as a tool.  While tool refers to the systems used for external sake, the 

toy reflects systems used for its own sake (Finneran & Zhang, 2003). In a sense, mobile devices 

characteristics could be used based on functional and emotional benefits they offer. Also, the m-

commerce characteristics facilitating the occurrence of “Marketing Communications” in a 

computer-mediated environment (Hoffman & Novak, 1996) identify as the social value of m-

commerce mediated environment.  

 Eroglu et al. (2001) revisited and synchronized the original S-O-R model to the online 

atmosphere. They defined online stimuli as a “ sum total of all cues visible and audible by 

consumers” (Eroglu et al., 2001). Manganari et al. (2011) stated that functional value such as 

layout’s perceived ease of use as environmental stimuli in an online context affects the 

consumer’s internal evaluation and responses. Visual attractiveness, including graphical issues in 

terms of the configuration of colour, text fonts, layout and creative design such as multimedia 

and animation features (Carlson & O’Cass, 2011; Fan, Yul Lee, & Kim, 2013), attributes to 
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emotional value offered by m-commerce mediated environment. As Hung (2012) established, 

interactive platform features, such as active control and reciprocal communication, and social 

interaction can play the role of stimuli in the online environment to influence cognitive and 

affective consumer involvement.  Ashraf et al. (2021) argue that values offered by m-commerce 

are environmental stimuli. They identified that convenience, performance and social values, 

along with other values, reflect environmental stimuli.  

Regarding the organism, the extant literature in the online context has considered both cognitive 

and affective reactions as ways that consumers evaluate the exposed stimuli and as intermediary 

elements affecting the consumer responses. (Eroglu, Machleit, & Davis, 2001; Holbrook & 

Hirschman, 1982; Kim & Lennon, 2013; Richard & Chandra, 2005; Wang, Hernandez, & Minor, 

2010). The cognitive reaction requires more mental efforts and reflects the internal mental 

process and state, including attitudes, beliefs, attention, comprehension, memory, and knowledge 

when consumers interact with environmental stimuli (Eroglu et al., 2001). On the other hand, the 

affective organism reflects emotional reactions to those environmental stimuli (Chan et al., 

2017). As Eroglu et al. (2001) discussed, most environmental studies concentrate on Pleasure, 

Arousal and Dominance -aka PAD- as proxies of emotional internal reaction. However, they 

suggested that researchers employ those emotional reactions relevant in the context of their 

study. Also, in an online context, the cognitive reaction is subject to how consumers interpret the 

information on the screen of their devices (Eroglu et al., 2001). Richards et al. (2005) opined that 

web atmospheric generate positive affect and cognition in surfers, leading to consumers’ 

response. Richards et al. (2005) also suggested that exploratory behaviour is a factor of website 

navigation and consumer internal reactions. Consumers may browse the virtual environment, 

whether for the sake of a determined purpose to find specific information or a general approach 
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to obtain information regarding the latest changes in a specific field or a product type. They 

categorized exploratory behaviours as cognitive reactions, but their perspective contrasts with the 

overarching idea of exploratory behaviour discussed by Berlyne (1960). Berlyne believes that 

exploratory behaviour can appear as either extrinsic-motivated behaviour or intrinsic-motivated 

behaviour. This idea is also supported by extant literature in the marketing field. Bloch (1989), 

Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) supposed the exploratory behaviour as experiential or 

recreational activities.  

 However, recent research trends on this matter accentuate the difference between goal-directed 

and recreational approaches, particularly in the online context. (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010; 

Moe, 2003; Novak, Huffman, & Duhachek, 2003). Mainly driven by intrinsic motivation, 

individuals who conduct diversive exploration might seek the environment to learn something 

new and broaden their knowledge so that they avoid the unpleasant feelings of boredom and 

pursue the excitement and pleasure feeling of learning fresh knowledge  (Wang & Huang, 2018; 

Chang & Shih, 2019). Otherwise, chiefly impelled by setting goal-oriented, people who perform 

specific exploration might delve into the environment to learn detailed knowledge about a 

specific topic or solve a specific problem (e.g., how something works) so that they reduce 

uncertainty and anxiety (Litman, 2008). Thus, while diversive exploration consider as an 

affective reaction, specific exploration counts as a cognitive form of organismic experience in 

this study.  Furthermore, flow, which is defined as a sense of being fully immersed and 

concentrated on an undertaking activity, is a third component crucial to understanding the impact 

of information-seeking activity in m-commerce. 

According to Jacoby(2002), stimuli in the physical shopping environment might come into view 

in various forms such as product display, store environment, and salesperson availability. 
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Therefore, the vast majority of studies of the S-O-R framework in brick and mortar shopping 

experiences observed the actual consumer behaviours. However, in online shopping occasions, 

the extant literature has proposed two significant approaches to assess the effect of stimuli on the 

organism (Huang, 2012). These two approaches include experimental procedure with actual 

stimuli in the laboratory (Wang et al., 2010; Parboteeah, Valacich, and Wells, 2009) and 

employing the self-reported survey to evaluate participants' perceptions regarding environmental 

stimuli (Animesh, Pinsonneault, Yang, and Oh, 2011; Jiang and Chan, 2009; Huang, 2003; 

Manganari et al., 2011). Thus, relying on the consumer perception, the current study framework 

comprises perceived functional, emotional, and social value as environmental stimuli, flow, 

diversive and specific exploration as an organism, and future patronage intention as the response. 

The research model is presented in figure 1. 

Figure 2. 1 Conceptual Model 
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2.2. Perceived Value 

 

A considerable amount of literature has been published to illuminate the concept of value in 

consumer behaviour. Nevertheless, there has not been a clear consensus on the definition, nature, 

and measurement of consumer value to date. Gallarza and Sánchez-Fernández (2019) 

demonstrate a comprehensive approach to the value’s defining characteristics in this topic's 

recent review. They summarized that "value is a perceptual experience characterized by a 

cognitive-affective, interactive, comparative, personal, situational and preferential nature, being a 

higher-level construct formed by lower-level parts" (Sánchez-Fernández & Gallarza, 2019). 

Furthermore, two major research branches have emerged since the 1960s to shed light on 

typology, dimensionality, and perceived consumer value measurement (Sánchez-Fernández & 

Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). First, those seminal works have assessed perceived value as a 

unidimensional construct. (e.g. Thaler, 1985; Monroe, 2002; Zeithaml, 1988). They accentuated 

that the perceived value is just a cognitive trade-off between sacrifice and benefits. Critics have 

questioned the unidimensional approach's capability to provide "a holistic representation of a 

complex phenomenon" (Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007). Consequently, the second 

school of thought has discussed that consumers' perceived value is multidimensional and has 

several interrelated attributes or dimensions. (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994 ; Hartman, 1967; 

Holbrook, 1999; Sheth, Newman, & Gross, 1991; Woodruff, 1997). In their pioneering works, 

Babin et al. (1994) established a value scale that gauges the hedonic aspect of value along with 

the utilitarian facet. In the same vein, Sheth et al. (1991) developed a multidimensional approach, 

termed “consumption value,” including functional, social, emotional, epistemic, and conditional 

value. However, as Sánchez-Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007) noted, such an approach 

failed to address value assessment due to the lack of generalizability. Sweeney and Soutar (2001) 
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revised the original “consumption value” theory. Removing the epistemic and conditional value 

from the model, they developed a four-dimensions conceptual framework entailing emotional, 

social, and functional (quality and price) values. This so-called 'PERVAL' model has received 

much attention and has been tested in different contexts. (e.g., Lin, Sher, & Shih, 2005; Petrick, 

2002;  Wang, po lo, Chi, & Yang, 2004; Pura, 2008; Peng & Liang, 2013). In another major 

work, Holbrook (1999) developed a holistic typology of value consisting of three dichotomies. 

These are: extrinsic vs. intrinsic (i.e., cognitive vs. affective, a product is considered functionally 

as a means to some end versus a consumption experience prized for its own sake as an end in 

itself); active vs. reactive (i.e., consumers’ active or passive control over the object consumed or 

the service experienced); and self-oriented vs. other-oriented ( i.e., individual or social, 

something is valued because of its effect on an individual or for one's own sake versus an aspect 

of consumption positively evaluated due to others reaction to a personal consumption or for the 

sake of someone else). Then, all three dimensions are combined to provide eight types of value: 

efficiency, excellence (quality), play, aesthetics, esteem, status, ethics, and spirituality. Sánchez-

Fernández and Iniesta-Bonillo (2007) emphasized that the value typology's intricacy complicates 

its operationalization in capturing certain types of value. Similarly, Davis and Hodges (2012) 

have also challenged some of Holbrook‘s conclusions regarding each of the higher-level value 

categories’ indicators or sub-dimensions. Also, Smith and Colgate (2007) stated that this 

typology does not fully capture the customer-value construct's domain.  

In the recent review of consumer perceive value in mobile commerce, Dastane et al. (2020) have 

proposed ten parameters including information, interface, customization, gamification, 

gratification, credibility, social, convenience, economic and visual value to identify the perceived 

value in m-commerce. However, the study's main weakness is the failure to offer a clear 
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distinction between the components. More specifically, there is a conceptual overlap between the 

proposed parameters and a lack of clarity regarding the operationalization of the constructs. For 

example, it seems their definition of gratification, gamification, and visual value reflects the 

hedonistic aspect of value. In a similar vein, their conceptualization for interface, customization, 

credibility, convenience, and economic value mirrors the utilitarian aspect of consumer value. 

Besides, since they did not attempt to explain the measurement scale adequately, one source of 

weakness in this study is the lack of empirical evidence to support their conceptualization. These 

drawbacks might affect the understanding of the perceived value in the mobile environment. 

Therefore, based on the information presented above, this study offers a three-dimensional 

perceived value model associated with mobile commerce, including the functional, emotional, 

and social value. Several sub-dimensions forming these three constructs will be discussed 

separately in the following sections in detail.  

2.3. Flow 

 

Flow is a specific momentary state in which an individual experiences a deep absorption and 

high enjoyment in the task at hand. The term "optimal experience" is sometimes used instead of 

"flow." However, regardless of what we call it, this is an innate and conscious process that 

improves one's experience from the mundane to the optimum level (Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). 

Flow occurs when several positive characteristics, including bottomless concentration, 

involvement, and immersion in what one is doing, harmonize the body and mind to do the job 

effortlessly. As a result, nothing could be as important as the specific task in which the doer is 

involved. (Jackson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1999)    

The seminal work of Csikszentmihalyi (1975) pioneered the concept of flow, formerly called 

autotelic experience, to explain the optimal experience. He used in-depth interview data from 
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various domains (i.e., artist, rock climber, surgeon, musician) to determine the flow 

characteristics. Since then, numerous studies have investigated the effect of flow in different 

areas such as sport, music, creative writing, education, leisure activity, tourism, marketing, 

human-computer interaction and online environment (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975; de Manzano, 

Theorell, Harmat, & Ullén, 2010; Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Jackson, Ford, Kimiecik, & Marsh, 

1998; Mannell, Zuzanek, & Larson, 1988; Perry, 1999;  Prentice, Witt, & Hamer, 1998; 

Rathunde & Csikszentmihalyi, 2005; Trevino & Webster, 1992). Experiencing the flow state 

may rely on different factors occurring in various situations (Magyaródi & Oláh, 2015). As a 

case in point,  in recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature investigating the 

effect of flow in the online context (Gao & Bai, 2014b; Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Koufaris, 

2002;  Mathwick & Rigdon, 2004; Novak, Hoffman, & Yung, 2000; Skadberg & Kimmel, 

2004;). Recently, researchers have shown an increased interest in the relationship between 

mobile usage and flow state (Ashraf, Thongpapanl, Anwar, Lapa, & Venkatesh, 2021; Akram, 

Ansari, Fu, & Junaid, 2020; Chopdar & Balakrishnan, 2020b; Cho, Lee, & Yang, 2019; Chen, 

Hsu, & Lu, 2018; Gao, Waechter, & Bai, 2015; Jamshidi, Keshavarz, Kazemi, & Mohammadian, 

2018;  Johnson, Bauer, & Singh, 2020; Khang, Kim, & Kim, 2013; Sarkar & Khare, 2019  ). 

Csikszentmihalyi (1990) draws the main features of the flow state as follows. Flow state is 

experienced during a dynamic trade-off at a high level between challenge (i.e., the opportunity 

for action) and skill (personal capacities). People who experience the flow state described a sense 

of total awareness of activity, effortless ease, and fluency in what one is doing. When the flow 

state occurs, there is a continuous awareness about what is going on next. In a sense, due to the 

full connection to the task, those who experienced flow clearly know what to do to complete the 

task and how to respond to the proper cues. Performers effortlessly process the relevant 
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information and evaluate the progress of the task in an ongoing manner. As a result of the 

appraisal, they receive clear feedback from themselves and the outside world. Moreover, during 

the flow state, the doer is fully concentrated on the current moment. There is no room for 

peripheral thoughts and feelings. The performer rejects any form of distractions happening 

around. In the flow state, the performer feels a sense of "infallibility." This feeling, the so-called 

sense of control, empowers one to ignore the fear of failure and positively proceed toward a 

successful outcome. The flow state could be considered as a "non-self-conscious" action. The 

doer is thoroughly absorbed in the task, and there is no concern about others' judgment and 

personal needs. The performer totally lost their self-consciousness, and there is no room for 

irrelevant cues. During flow experience, the performer loses track of time. Time distortion is a 

familiar feeling frequently reported amongst those who felt the flow state. It would seemingly 

emanate in the form of slowness or quickness of the passage of time. Finally, flow is the 

experienced pleasure feelings urging and tempting one to appreciate it again and again. This 

characteristic of flow is termed "autotelic" by Csikszentmihalyi (1975). Autotelic identified as 

the ultimate point of the "flow" journey that motivated people to be involved in higher challenge 

and skill balanced and maybe return at the start point but on a higher level. 

In terms of online context, different authors have discussed the effect of flow in various ways. 

Novak and Hoffman (1996) were the first of many investigators to argue the effect of flow in a 

computer-meditated environment. According to them, the occurrence of the flow state in a 

computer-mediated environment entails some characteristics, including (a) a seamless sequence 

of responses facilitated by machine interactivity, (b) intrinsically enjoyable, (c) a loss of self-

consciousness, and (d) self-reinforcing. They conceptualized the key consequences of flow state 

as follows: consumer learning, perceived behavioural control, exploratory behaviour, positive 
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subjective experience, and distortion in time perception. In the follow-up study, Novak, 

Hoffman, and Yung (2000) identified four antecedents for flow state, namely (1) high levels of 

skill - capacity for action during the online navigation process- and control- consumer’s 

perception of her ability for successful navigation and of online environment responds to her 

input ; (2) high levels of challenge - the consumer’s opportunities for action- and arousal- the 

physiological and psychological state of being awake or reactive to a stimulus; (3) focused 

attention- centring of attention on a limited stimulus field; and (4) enhanced interactivity- the 

extent to which users can participate in modifying the form and content of a mediated 

environment in real-time-  and telepresence- the mediated perception of an environment. 

Skadberg and Kimmel (2004) employed time distortion, enjoyment and telepresence as the flow 

state dimensions. They found that several variables, such as attractiveness and interactivity, have 

a direct effect on flow. Besides, their result shows that flow contributes to people learning and 

changing their attitudes. Koufaris (2002) examined three aspects of flow in an online context: 

enjoyment, perceived control, and concentration. They found that while enjoyment positively 

affects the intention to return, the other two constructs do not influence consumers' intention to 

return. 

Similarly, a recent line of research has sought to understand the phenomenon in the mobile 

context.  Gao and Bai (2014) employed those three dimensions to measure flow in the mobile 

social networking site. Their findings indicate that the antecedents of flow state in mobile social 

network sites are information quality, referent network size, and perceived complementarity. 

Chen et al. (2018) only adopted two aspects of flow, including enjoyment and concentration in 

the mobile shopping experience. According to their findings, perceived ease of use and perceived 

usefulness influence the flow, and flow positively influences mobile shopping attitude. In the 
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same vein, Zaman et al. (2010) employed enjoyment and concentration to test the flow state. 

Their findings indicate that the flow state positively affects exploratory behaviour during mobile 

devices' usage. Considering all of this evidence, it seems that the research to date has tended to 

focus only on some limited dimensions of flow state in the context of e-commerce and m-

commerce. According to Lin et al. (2019), employing multi-dimensions of flow is helpful to 

cover all of the aspects of flow in an online context. However, for the sake of this study, we 

argue that the flow state is a unidimensional formative construct in which each component, 

initially proposed by Csikszentmihalyi (1990), forms a piece of the whole. Valinatajbahnamiri 

and Siahtiri (2021) noted that when examining the impact of flow on behavioural outcomes, the 

unidimensional flow has the capacity to overcome inconsistent results. To the best of our 

knowledge, no attempt has been made to evaluate the influence of the flow state on consumer 

mobile exploratory behaviour. While several studies have been carried out to understand the 

effect of flow state in the computer-mediated environment, there remains a paucity of evidence 

focusing specifically on m-commerce  

2.4. Exploratory behaviour 

 

Given that the literature on consumer exploratory behaviour has its roots in other disciplines, it is 

worth reviewing the other areas' focal thoughts in the first place. We will discuss some basics on 

curiosity and exploratory behaviour so that readers can generally grasp the gist of the subject 

matter.  Curiosity and exploration are classic concepts in the domain of human motivation, 

discussed in several disciplines, including psychology, education, cognitive science, and 

marketing. William James (1890) has drawn academic attention to the spontaneous pleasure of 

"moral, intellectual, and aesthetic feelings" in response to novel stimuli. He distinguished 

between novelty exploration based on emotional motives and scientific exploration induced by a 
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knowledge gap (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). In the recent literature review on this topic, Silva 

(2012) asserted three significant strands of thought on curiosity and exploration studies (Ryan, 

2012. p. 157). The first school of thought indicates that curiosity motivates people to explore the 

environments through two different paths to reduce unpleasant tensions. In other words, any 

environmental conditions that contain a moderately high level of uncertainty or boredom induce 

a state of tension in individuals, thereby causing exploration of surroundings to reduce the 

encountered tensions (Day, 1982). This state of tension is called curiosity, and consequential 

activity to reduce the tension is considered exploration. The second strand of thoughts reflects 

those studies that consider curiosity as a "for its own sake" concept and deprived of an external 

source of reward and punishment. Finally, the third perspective showed individual differences 

regarding exploratory behaviour and life outcomes. The majority of studies in the last strand 

focus on openness to experience, a big five personality trait component (Kashdan et al., 2009).  

What we know about exploration is largely based on the seminal works of Berlyne in the 60s and 

70s. According to Berlyne (1960), curiosity motivates exploration activities as indispensable 

human behaviour to regulate arousal toward the optimal level. This behaviour aims to increase or 

decrease arousal levels to reach the tonus level. As a result, the level of stress reduces, and 

people feel comfort. Inspired by Wundt (1896), Berlyne conceptualized that pleasantness and 

stimulation have a non-linear correlation based on which moderate arousal potential level would 

be maximally rewarding (see figure 2). 

Furthermore,  Berlyne (1954) coined “perceptual curiosity” that is induced people by increased 

sensory cues such as visual, auditory, and tactile. He also termed “epistemic curiosity” as a 

"drive to know" conceptual puzzles evoked by gaps in knowledge ( Berlyne, 1954). 
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Figure 2. 2 Pleasantness and stimulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

Berlyne's theory of curiosity and exploration resting upon arousal level is incredibly insightful 

because it sheds light on the complex problem of why the exploration may happen. However, 

there was still room for more clarification regarding the topic. Consequently, some studies came 

after to illuminate the concepts. Day (1982) clarified Berlyne's argument by introducing three 

different activation zones, including the zone of relaxation, curiosity, and anxiety. The zone of 

relaxation demonstrates the understimulation in which organisms strive to relieve boredom by 

increasing arousal through exposure to a range of stimuli. Thus, this stimulation leads individuals 

to "seek stimulation regardless of source or content" and shift to the curiosity zone. On the other 

end, the zone of anxiety determines overstimulation in which organisms strive to reduce arousal 

and return to the curiosity zone by either seeking particular stimuli or investigating the novel 

stimuli in detail (see figure 3) (Day, 1982; Litman & Spielberger, 2003). While the former 

reaction to trade-off tension is called diversive exploration, the latter is coined specific 

exploration. Furthermore, diversive exploration motivates people to explore new parts of the 

environment and new possibilities. The specific exploration enables the organism to address 

inherent uncertainty in new stimuli and possibilities (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010). By way of 
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illustration, Loewenstein (1994) considered the scientist's search for the solution to a problem as 

a performing specific exploration and a bored teenager's flipping among television channels as 

an undertaking diversive exploration (Hardy et al., 2017). 

Figure 2. 3 Different Arousal Zones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Litman and Spielberger (2003) drew a meaningful distinction between perceptual and epistemic 

curiosity. Collins (1996) verified perceptual curiosity consisted of diversive and specific 

components, and following that, Litman and Spielberger (2003) demonstrated a similar duality 

for epistemic curiosity. In line with prior research of epistemic curiosity (Langevin, 1971; 

Ainley, 1987), Litman & Spielberger (2003) concluded that diversive epistemic curiosity 

represents seeking a broad range of new information (breadth) and exploring the unfamiliar topic 

to learn something new (e.g., developing new ideas). Conversely, specific epistemic curiosity 
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denotes learning about a particular topic (depth) and resolving a specific problem (e.g., how 

something works). 

Another important characteristic of exploration is the distinction between the intrinsic and 

extrinsic motivation of explorative behaviour. According to Berlyne (1960), intrinsic exploration 

is regarded as "an interest in stimuli for their own sake" (e.g., esthetic pleasure, information-

seeking, and novelty-seeking, and browsing a storefront window). Extrinsic exploration includes 

curiosity-motivated behaviour toward external goals (e.g., finding food and winning a chess 

game or buying a product) (Gottlieb et al., 2013). Ryan (2012) contended that "intrinsically 

motivated behaviours are freely engaged out of interest without the necessity of separable 

consequences” (p. 158). In other words, these activities occur not because of their necessity to 

reduce arousal level but because they appear to increase arousal level resulting in relief from 

boredom and feeling excitement and pleasure. 

Several studies conducted by marketing researchers have attempted to explain exploratory 

behaviour in the realm of consumer behaviour (Baumgartner & Steenkamp,1996; Bloch, 

Ridgway, & Sherrell, 1989; Demangeot & Broderick, 2010; Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982; Raju 

& Venkatesan, 1980). The first systematic study on exploratory consumer behaviour was 

conducted by Raju and Venkatesan (1980) based on psychologists' works. They conceptualized 

the optimum stimulation level (OSL) as a personality trait that measures the level or amount of 

novelty or complexity that consumers seek in their personal experience. According to this theory, 

high OSL consumers tend to accept risky and novel products more readily than low OSL 

consumers ( Raju, 1980). Raju (1980) also argued that three primary motivations, including risk-

taking, curiosity-motivated behaviour, and variety-seeking behaviour, drive seven different types 

of consumer exploratory behaviours. In this regard, Raju (1980)  surmised that risk-taking 
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motivated behaviour is composed of innovativeness (eagerness to buy or know about new 

products/services) and risk-taking behaviour (preference for taking risks or being 

adventurous).Curiosity-motivated behaviour includes interpersonal communication 

(communicating with friends about purchases), information seeking (interest in knowing about 

various products and brands mainly out of curiosity), and exploration through shopping (a 

preference for shopping and investigating brands). Variety-seeking motivated behaviour 

comprises of brand switching (switching brands primarily for change or variety) and repetitive 

behaviour proneness (the tendency to stick with the same response over time). Raju and 

Venkatesan (1980) contended that those consumers with high OSLs might seek information 

because of a genuine desire to explore something unfamiliar. In some sense, this idea may sound 

similar to what we discussed earlier regarding the diversive aspect of epistemic curiosity. The 

rationale behind both conceptualizations emphasizes that individuals look around the 

environment to regulate a novel experience. As a case in point, Holbrook and Hirschmann (1982) 

considered diversive aspects of exploration in their work and discussed that “play,” as 

experiential exercises, may project the consumers' search activities exposed by entertainment 

media. In a similar approach, as a proxy of explorative behaviour, browsing activities are 

considered an end in itself (i.e. intrinsically motivated behaviour) that may contribute to 

consumers in the future purchase as a bank of information and motivate recreational behaviour 

(i.e. impulse buying) (Bloch et al., 1989). In contrast, those with low OSLs may seek information 

to reduce the risk of trying unknown features or characteristics of a product. Similarly, a specific 

facet of epistemic curiosity emerges to reduce anxiety resulting from an overload of 

environmental stimuli.   
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Furthermore, Baumgartner and Steenkamp (1996) traced the evolution of exploratory behaviour 

tendencies. They criticized Raju's (1980) work and claimed that theoretical and empirical 

evidence does not support distinguishing risk-taking and novelty-seeking motivated behaviours. 

Therefore, they suggested a two-factor conceptualization of exploratory buying behaviour 

tendencies, including exploratory information seeking and exploratory acquisition products. 

While the former satisfies cognitive stimulation needs "through the acquisition of consumption- 

relevant knowledge out of curiosity," the latter is directed to "sensory stimulation in product 

purchase through risky and innovative product choices, and varied and changing purchase 

experiences.” Baumgartner and Steenkamp (1996) also clearly noted that the common 

denominator of these two types of exploration strives to moderate the stimulation level, resulting 

from intrinsic pleasure. Although Steenkamp and Baumgartner (1992) implied that extrinsic 

(means to some other end) and intrinsic (an end in itself) motivation might induce the consumer 

information-seeking behaviours, they ultimately confirmed Bloch et al. (1989) argument that 

consumers’ information-seeking experiences lies in intrinsic motivations. The earliest 

researchers could not provide a reasonable explanation for the distinction between diversive and 

specific epistemic exploration. Beisdes, they overlooked to disambiguate the difference between 

intrinsic-motivated and extrinsic-motivated information-seeking behaviour.   However, 

Baumgartner and Steenkamp (1996) called for more research regarding extrinsic-motivated 

behaviour on consumers' exploratory behaviour area (Baumgartner & Steenkamp, 1996). 

Over the past two decades, several studies have been conducted to clarify the concept of 

exploratory behaviours in a computed-mediated environment and virtual world. Some of these 

scholarly works stressed the distinction between goal-directed and recreational information-

seeking behaviour (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010; Moe, 2003; Novak, Huffman, & Duhachek, 
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2003; Park, Kim, Funches, & Foxx, 2012). Novak, Huffman, and Duhachek (2003) considered 

the consumer exploration behaviours as directed (prepurchased) or non-directed (ongoing) 

searching activities, so-called browsing. Moe (2003) developed a typology of consumer search 

behaviours that has two different elements. First, goal-directed search refers to "behaviour for 

which the consumer has a specific or planned purchase in mind." In this case, the search purpose 

is to provide relevant information about a product for the consumers planning to make a 

purchase. Second, the exploratory search is considered less deliberate and less focused behaviour 

in which people may not look for a specific product to buy. In other words, people are more 

motivated intrinsically and not extrinsically on this occasion (Moe, 2003). Moe (2003) combined 

the exploratory search behaviour with product horizon (immediate vs future) and identified two 

different types of browsing (hedonic vs knowledge building). Park et al. (2012) considered 

utilitarian web browsing a goal-directed activity and hedonic web browsing as experiential 

behaviour. Ono et al., (2012) identified that idea motivation, adventure  motivation and value 

motivation influence consumers’ intention toward mobile-based browsing. Their finding 

suggested that consumers may use their mobile devices to acquire specific information regarding 

product discounts and innovative product. Alternatively, mobile users who browse online store 

for recreational purpose may be highly motivated to adventure, feels being in another world and 

keeps up with new trends and fashions.  

Demangeot and Broderick (2010) have noted inconsistencies and ambiguity amongst marketing 

scholars and proposed employing the diversive and specific exploration concepts for consumers' 

online information-seeking behaviour. They argue that intrinsic and extrinsic motivated 

behaviour can co-exist and produce similar behaviour, and exploration is ubiquitous during 

online shopping behaviour. In other words, explorative behaviour in the online context results 
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from consumer motivation (intrinsic or extrinsic) and exposure to website stimuli may happen 

simultaneously in every micro-step (clicks, scrolls, or searches) that consumers take during the 

online experience. Therefore, they acknowledged that online exploration is neither pure search 

nor genuine browsing. Instead, consumer exploratory behaviours attribute to a fuzzy quality in 

which we cannot discern a discrete goal-directed and experiential mood. Search and browsing 

might happen at the same time in the same place during online exploration. Ultimately, 

according to their qualitative research findings, Demangeot and Broderick (2010) suggested the 

credibility of the diversive and specific exploration concepts regarding the consumers' online 

activities.  

Online diversive exploration refers to "those activities that involve exposure to a range of stimuli 

and suggestions, increasing the diversity of options” (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010). In 

diversive exploration mode, participants open themselves to new options and suggestions 

presented to them on the screen and seek ideas. However, online specific exploration refers to 

"those activities that focus on specific stimuli, such as available information, virtual or vicarious 

experiences of a particular product to reduce or resolve uncertainty, leading to getting rid of 

unnecessary options and alternatives” (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010). More specifically, in 

specific exploration mode, participants narrow their focus down to stimuli directly related to 

their current task. Table 1 summarizes previous studies presenting either conceptual or empirical 

models relevant to the proposed components of the current study.  
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- Interactivity 

- Social 

Presence 

- perceived 

usefulness

. 

- Consumer 

brand 

engageme

nt 

 
- Interdepe

ndent self-

construal 

 

Not stated - brand 

repurchase 

intention. 

- Continuou

s Intention 

  

- ease of use 

http://doi.wiley.com/10.1002/mar.20972
http://doi.wiley.com/10.1002/mar.20972
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I&M Fang 

(2019) 

Survey data 

from 634 

online users 

General IS 

literature-

Mobile 

Commerce-

Branded 

apps and 

service 

dominant 

logic 

- visibility, 

- persistence, 

- interactivity, 

- association 

(connectivity

, sense of 

safety 

- selectivity 

(customizati

on and 

localization) 

- Brand 

competen

ce  

- Value in 

use 

(personali

zation, 

experienc

e, 

relationshi

p) 

- Brand 

Warmth 

Not stated - Continues 

intention 

- Brand 

loyalty   

- Age 

- Gender 

- Usage 

frequency 

- Usage 

period 

JRCS Gao & 

Bai, 

(2014) 

Survey data 

from 366 

online users 

 
 

S-O-R and 

Flow theory 

- Informativen

ess 

- Effectivenes

s 

- Entertainme

nt 

Flow Unidimens

ional 

- Purchase 

intention 

- Satisfaction 

- age 

- gender 

- perceived 

internet 

expertise  

IR Huang, 

(2012) 

Survey data 

from 176 

Social 

Network 

users

 
Taiwan  

S-O-R - Active 

Control 

- Reciprocal 

communicati

on 

- Social 

identity 

- Flow 

- Affective 

involvement 

- Cognitive 

involvement 

Unidimens

ional 

Purchase 

intention 

- Not stated 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.im.2018.07.011
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.im.2018.07.011
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretconser.2014.01.001
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretconser.2014.01.001
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jretconser.2014.01.001
https://doi.org/10.1108/10662241211235644
https://doi.org/10.1108/10662241211235644
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JBR L. T. 

Huang, 

(2016)  

Survey data 

from 410 

oline 

 
Taiwan 

S-O-

R,Social 

Capital 

theory and 

flow theory 

in e-

commerce 

- Social 

Bridging 

- Social 

Bonding 

- Subject 

involvement 

- Vividness 

- peer 

communicat

ion 

- Browsing 

Activity 

- Urge to buy  

reactive 

factors 

icluding 

subject 

involveme

nt and 

vividness 

impulsive 

buyig 

- Impulsivene

ss. 

ISEM Kalinic 

& 

Marinkov

ic, (2016) 

Survey data 

from 224 m-

commerce 

users 

 
Serbia 

 

TAM in 

mobile 

commerce 

- Social Influece 

- Personal 

Innovativness 

- Customazation 

- Mobility 

- Perceived 

ease of use 

- Perceived 

usefulness 

(utilitarian 

value, 

hedonic 

value) 

 Behavioural 

Intention 

- Not stated  

JIC Kim & 

Eastin, 

(2011)  

Survey data 

from 255 

undergraduat

e student. 

 
USA 

General IS 

literature-

Electronic 

Commerce- 

exploratory 

information 

seeking-

Hedonic 

behaviour 

- Hedonic 

motivation 

tendency  

- Perceived 

credibility of 

product 

information 

- Pre-

purchase 

browsing 

time 

- Impulse 

buying 

- Exploratory 

Information 

Seeking 

- Pre-

purchase 

online 

communicat

ion 

- Post 

purchase 

 online buying 

frequency 

- not stated  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2015.12.042
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2015.12.042
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2015.12.042
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10257-015-0287-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10257-015-0287-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10257-015-0287-2
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10257-015-0287-2
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15332861.2011.558458
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15332861.2011.558458
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15332861.2011.558458
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online 

communicat

ion 

-  

JPA Litman & 

Spielberg

er, (2003)  

Survey data 

from 739 

undergraduat

es (546 

 
 

Developing 

measurement 

and item 

scale  

- Diversive 

and 

Specific 

Curiosity 

subscales. 

Not Stated Not Stated Not Stated Not Stated 

APJM

L 

Liu, Li, 

Edu, 

Jozsa, & 

Negricea, 

(2020) 

Survey data 

from 303 

Mobile 

Commerce 

users

 
China 

mobile 

shopping 

platform 

characteristic

s, S-O-R 

- Information 

- Entertainme

nt 

- Personalizati

on 

- Visuality 

- Economic 

benefits 

-  

- Arousal 

- Pleasure 

-Not 

Stated 

Impulsive 

buying 

- Not stated. 

JBR Martins, 

Costa, 

Oliveira, 

Gonçalve

s, & 

Branco, 

(2019) 

Survey data 

from 303 

smartphone 

users. 

 
Portugal, 

UTAUT2 

(Venkatesh 

et al., 2012) 

- Informativene

ss 

- Credibility 

- Entertainment 

- Irritation 

- Incentives 

- Perceived 

privacy 

concerns 

- Performance 

expectancy 

- Emotional 

Value 

- Advertising 

Value 

- Flow 

experience 

- Web design 

quality 

unidimensi

onal  

Purchase 

Intention 

- Not stated. 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1207/S15327752JPA8001_16
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1207/S15327752JPA8001_16
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1207/S15327752JPA8001_16
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/APJML-05-2019-0308/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/APJML-05-2019-0308/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/APJML-05-2019-0308/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/APJML-05-2019-0308/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/APJML-05-2019-0308/full/html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2017.12.047
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2017.12.047
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2017.12.047
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2017.12.047
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2017.12.047
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2017.12.047
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2017.12.047
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- Brand 

awareness 

IJIM Zheng, 

Men, 

Yang, & 

Gong 

(2019) 

Survey data 

from 252 m-

commerce 

users. 

 
China 

Stimulus-

organism-

response 

paradigm 

- Interpersonal 

influence 

- Visual appeal 

- Portability 

- Hedonic 

browsing 

- Utilitarian 

browsing 

 Urge to buy 

impulsively 

- Not stated 

IJA Y. H. 

Fang, 

Tang, Li, 

& Wu, 

(2018) 

Survey data 

from 590 

Facebook 

users. 

 
India 

electronic 

word-of-

mouth 

(eWOM), 

Consumer 

exploratory 

behaviour 

- Specific 

Curiosity 

- Diversiv

e 

Curiosity 

- Consisten

cy 

Checking  

- Knowledg

e-based 

Validation 

- Referral 

Visit 

Behavior  

- EWOM 

Adoption 

- SNS 

Influence 

Persuasiv

eness 

(Maven, 

Persuasiv

Not stated Pass-along 

Behavior 

- Not stated 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijinfomgt.2019.02.010
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijinfomgt.2019.02.010
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijinfomgt.2019.02.010
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijinfomgt.2019.02.010
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijinfomgt.2019.02.010
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0268401219308126?casa_token=vZEtQqXbYNsAAAAA:UOlwxw-2qzt_EjrJzDZddza92wX57EKzXiWocntXWAEvfvks_fH6pZgLQ8PVgZJ_QEpDQa9A57Np
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0268401219308126?casa_token=vZEtQqXbYNsAAAAA:UOlwxw-2qzt_EjrJzDZddza92wX57EKzXiWocntXWAEvfvks_fH6pZgLQ8PVgZJ_QEpDQa9A57Np
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0268401219308126?casa_token=vZEtQqXbYNsAAAAA:UOlwxw-2qzt_EjrJzDZddza92wX57EKzXiWocntXWAEvfvks_fH6pZgLQ8PVgZJ_QEpDQa9A57Np
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0268401219308126?casa_token=vZEtQqXbYNsAAAAA:UOlwxw-2qzt_EjrJzDZddza92wX57EKzXiWocntXWAEvfvks_fH6pZgLQ8PVgZJ_QEpDQa9A57Np
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0268401219308126?casa_token=vZEtQqXbYNsAAAAA:UOlwxw-2qzt_EjrJzDZddza92wX57EKzXiWocntXWAEvfvks_fH6pZgLQ8PVgZJ_QEpDQa9A57Np
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eness, 

Connectiv

ity) 
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3. Hypotheses Development 

 

3.1. Functional Value 

 

As Smith and Colgate (2007) stated, the functional value "is concerned with the extent to which 

a product (good or service) has desired characteristics, is useful or performs the desired 

function." According to Woodruff (1997), functional value entails three distinct characteristics.  

First and foremost, the functional value should illustrate correct, accurate, or appropriate features 

or characteristics of services or goods. (i.e., quality and customization). Second, the functional 

value should have appropriate performances (i.e., performance quality or service-support 

outcome). Last but not least, the functional value must have appropriate outcomes or 

consequences (i.e. effectiveness, operational benefits and environmental benefits). 

Several characteristics such as ubiquity, customization and navigation have been offered to 

demonstrate functionality in the context of m-commerce.  Yang and Lin (2017) suggested that in 

the context of m-commerce, perceived functional value includes perceived convenience, also 

called "ubiquity" in the literature (Ashraf et al. 2017), and perceived benefit (customization). 

Kalinic and Marinkovic (2016) found that customization facilitates the functional value among 

mobile commerce users. They discussed that when consumers realize that mobile characteristics 

match their norms, values, and needs, m-commerce services are considered helpful and easy to 

use.  Similarly,  Fang (2017) offered that mobile branded apps’ functional factors comprise 

ubiquity and localization. These two specific features providing perceived usefulness of mobile 

devices distinguish m-commerce from e-commerce (Fang, 2017). The ubiquity of m-commerce 

services generates a convenient method for consumers to do anything they want, anytime and 

anywhere, providing enhanced benefits for them (Okazaki & Mendez, 2013). Also, M-commerce 
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personalization focus on offering proper content to individuals at the right moment and location. 

Specifically, perceived customization refers to how mobile commerce utilizing personalization 

technologies can analyze users’ preferences and locations to accommodate their needs and 

contexts (Yang & Lin, 2017; and  Ho & Chau, 2013). Bodoff and Ho( 2016) argued that 

personalized recommendations on websites have a higher value in consumers' minds than non-

personalized offers displayed in the general catalogue. In an m-commerce environment, such 

recommendations may have fewer random errors because they are basically generated on the 

biases of preference-matching algorithms and location details to suit consumers' expectations and 

demands (Ho & Chau, 2013).  

Furthermore, as Hernández et al. (2009) noted, a website's navigational attributes imply the 

website perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. Shiau and Wu (2013) defined navigation 

as “users accessing website media, including search and checking methods to self-guide, in order 

to determine which webpages to browse.”  Mobile technology provides an excellent opportunity 

for consumers to fulfill their functional needs based on their preferences, interest, and activity 

context (Yang & Lin, 2017). Therefore, in the current study, functional value is concerned with 

how individuals perceive value from ubiquity, customization, and navigation attributes of mobile 

devices usage. In a sense, these three characteristics define the functional value. They are not 

interchangeable, and they do not share a common theme. Each of these characteristics mainly 

shows a specific part of the functionality in m-commerce and causes the occurrence of 

functionality (Jarvis et al., 2003). In line with the extant literature (Chiu et al., 2014), thus this 

study treats the functional value as a higher-order formative construct.   

Functional features in an online environment can help consumers achieve the desired objects and 

complete their tasks efficiently. Demangeot and Broderick (2009) discussed that exploratory 
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behaviour might grow because of improving the virtual environment's technological attributes. 

These scholars empirically showed a positive relationship between potential exploration and 

utilitarian value. According to K. Z. K. Zhang et al. (2018), the utilitarian value of information 

searching is positively related to consumers' online information searching intention. Functional 

elements of the online environment can facilitate consumers' information search activities by 

reducing devoted efforts to do the task, saving users' time, and improving usage efficiency ( 

Fang, 2017). 

Perceived ubiquity is one of the primary functions of mobile devices. The key benefit of the 

ubiquitous nature of m-commerce is that users unbind from temporal and spatial constraints. 

Ubiquity is the game-changing factor, distinguishing mobile device user experience from other 

forms of the online shopping environment (Anwar et al. 2020). Okazaki and Mendez (2013) 

conceptualize ubiquity consists of continuity, immediacy, portability, and searchability 

dimensions. Zheng et al. (2019) found that portability positively influences hedonic and 

utilitarian browsing.  Extant literature shows that ubiquity has a significant impact on consumer 

perception of mobile users. Okazaki and Mendez (2013) found that ubiquity strongly and directly 

influenced flow. Ashraf et al. (2017) confirmed that perceived ubiquity has a positive strength in 

consumers’ intentions to engage in m-commerce. Roy and Moorthi (2017) noted that perceived 

ubiquity is more related to the instrumental value that a user may obtain from mobile computing 

technology and found that perceived ubiquity positively impacts mobile adoption. The prior 

study also demonstrates the direct impact of ubiquity on perceived value in m-commerce (Anwar 

et al., 2020; Chopdar & Balakrishnan, 2020). 

Furthermore, the prior studies have indicated the role of customization as a unique feature of 

wireless technology that could offer better service to accommodate consumer needs. Clarke 
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(2001) discussed that personalization and localization are two specific dimensions of the m-

commerce perceived value. According to Morosan (2014), since customization removes the 

complexities from online consumer experiences, m-commerce users may perceive mobile 

devices as easy to use. For example, mobile devices can store sensitive and financial details such 

as bank accounts and credit card numbers, thus resulting in faster and more convenient payment 

methods. Likewise, with the help of GPS features nested in mobile devices, consumers can 

receive offers and information based on their location (Kalinic & Marinkovic, 2016). Dastane et 

al. (2020) discussed that m-tailor could provide a customized interface to familiarize the 

customers’ habits by which consumers may receive higher benefits. They conceptualized the 

customer’s interface as "web personalization which involves shoppers' attributes or 

personalization of the information or personalized services" (Dastane et al., 2020). Besides, to 

customize the end-user experience, the m-tailor develops its service to match with customer 

location. In this sense, Demangeot and Broderick (2010) claimed that “product suggestion” (i.e. 

generated by available data of previous purchases’ experience) and “unique features of the 

product” (i.e. viewing the book author interview when the customer is exploring the online book 

store) might provide a broad range of information efficiently. Bodoff and Ho (2016) found that 

consumer overall search behaviours in an e-commerce environment are shorter with personalized 

recommendations. They discussed that consumers might take advantage of two different kinds of 

displayed product lists on websites, such as a personalized and general catalogue of product lists, 

to conduct an effective and efficient search. In this sense, the consumers may rely more on a 

personalized list when they are newcomers in the setting and then explore the stock database to 

come into contact with un-looked-for items beyond the expectation. Also, Ho  and Chau, (2013) 

verified that m-commerce users more likely tend to trust the integrity of the m-commerce 
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providers and use mobile services when the merchant provides more accurate and precise offers 

based on the individuals' current locations. 

Navigation is identified as the process of self-directed movement through a hypermedia 

computer-mediated environment (Hoffman and Novak, 1996). Richard and Chandra (2005) 

demonstrated that website navigational cues positively correlate with surfers' optimal stimulation 

level during browsing websites. As we already discussed, the optimal stimulation level is 

strongly related to exploratory behaviour. Although Richard and Chandra (2005) did not support 

navigational characteristics' positive and direct effect on explorative behaviour, their findings 

stressed that navigational attributes could indirectly influence exploratory behaviour. Likewise, 

Dastane et al. (2020) argued that navigational attributes affect the flow state due to ease of 

surfing via a mobile device. Demangeot and Broderick (2010) suggested that "rapid navigation 

aid" as an environmental stimulus is associated with specific exploration. They discussed that 

navigational features such as hyperlinks, navigation bars hot zones, or advanced search functions 

expedite access to the website's preferred section or specific information related to the product. 

They also noted that "when these cues are ineffective, consumers become confused, waste time, 

and lose confidence in the website." Obviously, ineffective navigation results in losing the flow 

state (Gao & Bai, 2014). Demangeot and Broderick (2010) offered intuitive signposting as one of 

the environmental stimuli of specific exploration, representing the idea that accurate labelling of 

hyperlinks enables consumers to quickly achieve what they are looking for. Also, the website’s 

layout categories and product lists could enhance consumer convenience and are considered 

environmental stimuli triggering the diversive exploration. (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010)   

Extant literature has attempted to evaluate the impact of functional value on flow experience in 

the context of the computer-mediated environment. Nevertheless, what is less clear is the nature 
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of flow in the mobile context, particularly the relationship between flow and perceived functional 

value. Functional attributes of the mobile commerce environment may lead to being in a flow 

state when the consumer experiences convenience, quick and without interruption access to the 

desired contents.  Trevino and Webster (1992)  indicated that perceived technological cues (e.g., 

ease of use) contribute to experience the flow state. In the same vein, Skadberg and Kimmel 

(2004) demonstrated that increasing the speed and improving the functional quality of an online 

setting facilitates the occurrence of flow. The negative effect of complexity on flow experience is 

another issue discussed in the literature, particularly in the mobile context (Sarkar & Khare, 

2019). Jamshidi et al. (2018) verified the positive effect of mobile banking's utilitarian features 

on the flow state. The prior research confirmed that immediate response from the computer-

mediated environment is essential to experience flow (Hoffman & Novak, 1996, Rettie, 2001). 

Mahnke et al. (2015) discussed that website elements' fast and unambiguous structure enhances 

the likelihood of flow state during online browsing. Therefore, ubiquity, customization, and 

navigational features can help consumers stay focused on the task at hand, enhance customer 

control of their usage, and facilitate seamless sequences of responses. In other words, the more 

efficient mobile usage, the more extended focused performance.  

More specifically, Ubiquitous attributes of mobile devices offer consumers to carry out the 

desired activities whenever and wherever they tend to do so. In other words, there are no 

constraints regarding the location and time of usage.  According to Csikszentmihalyi (2014), 

being in a flow state leads to losing self-awareness and self-consciousness, in which people 

forget about the temporal and spatial of doing the task. Furthermore, navigational elements of m-

commerce facilitate a seamless sequence of responses because such functions reduce the 

procedural complexity to achieve the desired locations on the mobile website and apps. Cai and 
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Xu (2011) discussed that when an online setting design can be readily understood, users feel a 

strong sense of control over their interaction to design. They know which point of the website to 

focus their attention on, enhancing their deep cognitive enjoyment. Therefore, m-commerce 

users taking advantage of these functions may experience the "flow state" during their usage. 

Overall, the evidence reviewed here suggests perceived functional value, as environmental 

stimuli, impacts the organismic experiences (i.e., diversive exploration, specific exploration, and 

flow). Functional elements of m-commerce can facilitate consumers' information search 

activities by reducing devoted efforts to do the task, saving users' time, and improving usage 

efficiency ( Fang, 2017). Specifically, the consumer might use their mobile devices anywhere 

and anytime to browse and update the breadth and depth of their knowledge. Since consumers 

can always access the product information through their mobile devices, they are probably 

interested in spending more time in the m-commerce environment to acquire the desired product 

information. Availability of functional features may help consumers reduce their tension, 

whether boredom or anxiety. A key assumption of the nature of adaptive decision behaviour 

expected in goal-directed situations is that people are motivated to use as little effort as necessary 

to solve a problem. Likewise, Ashraf et al. (2021) argued that given anywhere and anytime 

access to the information through handheld mobile devices, m-commerce provides convenient 

methods to reduce complexity stemming from information overload, thus lessening consumer 

search efforts and transaction time.   As such, functional features of m-commerce could be a 

compelling factor to induce consumers to do exploratory behaviour if these characteristics offer a 

specific difficulty level. While a novice user needs a smooth run environment to avoid anxiety, 

expert individuals need advanced features to reach the desired content (Hoffman & Novak, 

1996). Also, customized information may facilitate mobile exploring because consumers can 
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gain looked-for information more quickly and more efficiently; navigational features can 

enhance the consumers' ability to perform search activities by reducing information overload and 

improving the precision to achieve the sought content. Altogether, the current study expects that. 

H1: Functional Value has a positive influence on (a) specific exploration, (b) diversive 

exploration, and (c) flow.  

3.2. Emotional Value 

 

Extant literature conceptualizes that emotional value is related to hedonistic attributes such as 

experiential, feeling, imagery, fantasy, and affective state (Bebin et al.,1994; Holbrook & 

Elizabeth 1982, Sánchez-Fernández & Iniesta-Bonillo, 2007, Smith & Colgate 2007, Woodall, 

2003). Babin et al. (1994) argued that emotion is an aspect of hedonic value, and consumers 

sometimes engage in consumption activities for fun and playfulness, without concern for 

practical considerations. Inspired by Holbrook’s (1999) work, Mathwick et al. (2001) considered 

the emotional value in online shopping as a combination of two components, namely, enjoyment 

and escapism. McGinnis, Gentry, and Gao (2008) claimed that feelings such as fantasy, 

happiness, sensuality, awakening, and enjoyment trigger people to use electronic commerce. 

Regarding mobile location-based services, Yang and Lin (2017) discussed that the emotional 

value is neither functional nor social and considered perceived relaxation and perceived 

playfulness as the emotional value. They stated that sometimes individuals do not want to have 

face-to-face interaction with other people for any reason. Thus, people use their mobile devices 

to escape from boredom and enjoy their time.  Dastane et al. (2020) conceptualized the linkage 

between emotional value and experiential gratification in mobile commerce. According to their 

study, consumers might be involved in m-commerce to receive pleasure from fulfilling their 

desire. Gratification motivation might help consumers alleviate their stress, attenuate their 
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negative mood and reduce their tension and anxiety (Ono et al. 2012). Besides, Koo and Ju 

(2010) noted that consumers positively respond to the web environment's visual appeal. As 

Mathwick et al. (2001) maintain, the composition of "colour, graphic layout, and photographic 

quality" creates website attractiveness, thereby causing intrinsic pleasure. Web site aesthetics is 

associated with human affect and emotion (Cai & Xu, 2011). Cyr, Head, and Ivanov ( 2006) 

identified aesthetic design characteristics of m-commerce display via several sensorial factors 

such as colours, shape, font, language, music and animation. Thus, in the present study, 

emotional value defines the extent to which individuals perceive to acquire value from 

enjoyment and aesthetic features of mobile devices through the consumption process. 

Recall from its definition, the perceived value in nature is a higher-order construct entailing 

several sub-dimensions. While several studies consider the emotional value a higher-order 

reflective construct, Turel, Serenko, and Bontis (2010) argued that perceived emotional value is 

better demonstrated as a formative construct than a reflective one. According to them, emotional 

value needs to be recognized based on their components, showing a holistic image and overall 

assessment of the value in the context under discussion. In a similar vein, Chiu et al. (2014) 

consider the hedonic value as a second-order formative construct in the e-commerce context. 

Their result confirms that a higher level of abstraction forming based on a set of over-arching 

first-order constructs supports the theoretical definition of hedonic value. 

Several studies have linked emotional value with exploratory behaviour (Baumgartner & 

Steenkamp, 1996; Kim & Eastin, 2011). Y. H. Fang, (2014) argued that in an online setting 

affective stimuli can directly activate further reactions. Consumers may not tend to purchase 

when they browse or go window shopping, but they may find the shopping process enjoyable 

(Arnold & Reynolds, 2003).  Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2001) found that experiential shopping 
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influences a consumer's need for surprise, excitement, uniqueness, online deal searching, and 

involvement with the fun side of product information seeking. Mathwick and Rigdon (2004) 

reported that those consumers who consider information searching as a recreational activity 

might obtain pleasure when performing such information-seeking activities. Chowdhury, 

Ratneshwar, and Desai (2009) demonstrated that more significant hedonic search motives result 

in consumers' higher exploratory buying behaviour tendencies. Demangeot and Broderick (2009) 

confirmed the positive relationship between potential exploratory behaviour and hedonic value. 

Kim and Eastin (2011) have shown that hedonistic desires, such as novel experience, variety-

seeking, and exciting, motivate online customers' exploratory behaviours and information-

seeking intention. The consumers who enjoy shopping for its own sake tend to explore websites 

like shopping in a traditional shopping mall. These shoppers are looking for exposure to several 

shopping stimulations. As such, they are more likely to make more frequent, longer, and 

experiential visits to websites (Kim & Eastin, 2011). Park et al. (2012) and Pöyry et al. (2013) 

argue that consumers may experience enjoyment and entertainment through website browsing. 

Individuals are likely to experience greater enjoyment when they find more desirable looked-for 

information associated with the product (Chen et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, as Baumgartner and Steenkamp (1996) noted, the aesthetic reaction may motivate 

exploratory behaviours. Visual cues play critical role in website design because they can create a 

positive first impression that cause more consumer explorative behaviour (Cai & Xu, 2011). 

Previous research has established two aesthetics dimensions, namely, classical aesthetics and 

expressive aesthetics. While the classic dimension referring to orderliness and clarity of the 

design more stress on utilitarian aspect of online setting visual, the expressive aesthetic reflecting 

the originality, creativity, and richness of the design such as usage of colors and images is 
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closely related to the emotional judgment of beauty. (Cai & Xu, 2011). Richard et al. (2010) 

noted that colour, music, motion, pictures, graphs, and videos project sensory and hedonic 

elements of the online environment. They found that consumers exposed to website atmospheric 

elements may find online surfing to be entertaining and enjoyable .  Fang et al. (2018) stated that 

diversive exploration might offer internet surfers the immediate pleasure of information 

discovery through an entertaining and aesthetically pleasing online environment (i.e., an 

entertaining story or an amusing anecdote). Demangeot and Broderick (2009) identified visual 

impact as "the attention-grabbing, aesthetic visual diversity of individual pages." Visual impact 

has been considered as a website's potential exploratory factor. Demangeot and Broderick (2010) 

stated that an experiential description of the product and the visual silence of particular elements 

may trigger specific exploration behaviour. They further explained that multimedia elements 

such as 3D representation, animation, videos, close-up photographs, slide shows improve the 

quality of consumer surfing experience. Visinescu et al. ( 2015) found that that the distinction 

between 3D and 2D representation of websites elements creates different approaches between the 

first users and experienced users regarding curiosity-motivated behaviours. Moreover, 

unexpected elements and special features of an online setting may provoke interest and arouse 

excitement amongst consumers to engage with and learn about them (Demangeot & Broderick, 

2010), and by that token diversive exploration may likely occur. Zheng, et al. (2019) found that 

visual appeal has positive significant effect on the utilitarian browsing. They discussed that 

aesthetic elements could reduce the consumers' problem regarding information asymmetry and 

help them browse and evaluate available information efficiently, thereby leading the mobile 

users to perform specific exploratory behaviour.  
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Existing research recognizes the positive association between emotional cues and the flow state. 

Given the virtual world's fun, exciting, and pleasant atmosphere, consumers may immerse in the 

activity itself, without noticing its practical purposes (Lee & Wu, 2017). Webster, Trevino, and 

Ryan (1993) noted that feeling pleasure and playfulness can promote the flow state. The feeling 

of time distortion likely stems from people’s enjoyment experiences during Internet usage. As 

Skadberg and Kimmel (2004) noted, attractiveness is one of the main elements leading to the 

flow state. According to Hoffman and Novak (1996), one of the perquisites of flow state 

occurrence is focus attention. Aesthetically pleasing cues could attract people's focus attention 

because those signals provide a joyful experience for people. As a case in point, Aboubaker and 

Ettis (2017) found that compared with warm colour, cool colour (i.e. blue) has a more substantial 

influence on consumers to experience enjoyment and concentration. In a similar vein, Visinescu 

et al. (2015) showed that the difference between 2D and 3D representation of websites’ elements 

could influence first-time and experienced users regarding the experiencing cognitive absorption. 

This finding shows the impactful role of website elements and how their representation to users 

could facilitate the occurrence of flow state. Huang (2003) reported the positive relationship 

between the hedonic components of the website and the flow state as well. Jamshidi et al. (2018) 

have shown that hedonic mobile banking characteristics create flow experiences for consumers. 

In their recent literature review, Johnson et al. (2020) have proposed several perceived hedonic 

characteristics that may stimulate flow experience in the mobile context. These are aesthetically 

pleasing, vivid, delightful, enjoyable, entertaining, exciting, artistic sophistication, creativity, 

imaginative, fun to browse, lively, natural, and proper for the contents. Mahnke et al., (2015) 

underlined that providing images, audio, or video previews of the products may attract 

consumers attention, thereby enhancing flow state in e-commerce . However, some believe that 
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there is a difference between the role of flow in e-commerce and m-commerce (Chen et al., 

2018), but testing the effect of flow in the context of mobile commerce has hitherto received 

scant attention from scholars. Thus, in view of all that has been mentioned so far, the current 

study proposes the following hypothesis:  

H2: Emotional value positively influences (a) specific exploration, (b) diversive exploration, and 

(c) flow. 

3.3. Social Value 

 

Extant literature argues different perspectives regarding perceive social value. According to 

Smith and Colgate (2007), there is a difference between social meaning and social relation. 

Social meaning refers to how other people see us based on the status, prestige, and image 

attached to a brand or product. Smith and Colgate (2007) considered social meaning as a facet of 

symbolic/expressive value concerning how customers attach or associate psychological meaning 

to a product. For example, consumers prefer to purchase classy brands such as BMW or Rolex 

because of their brand attributes. Similarly, Dastane et al. (2020) have reported this perspective 

with regards to the mobile context. 

On the other hand, social relation refers to what extent individuals perceive that using a system 

can affect their relationship with other people (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Social relation, therefore, 

reflects relational or network benefits, bonding/connectedness, personal interaction, developing 

trust or commitment, and responsiveness in C2C or B2C relationships (Smith & Colgate, 2007).  

Inspired by Woodall's (2003) definition of social value,  Chen and Fu (2018) define sociability as 

"a user’s perceived level of interaction and association with others (marketer vs non-marketer) in 

a medium.” As they stated, sociability may be more important than the utilitarian and hedonic 
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value in the long run to impact behavioural intention. Besides, the socialization value has been 

identified as gaining positive shopping experiences through interaction with friends, family, 

salespeople, and other consumers (Davis & Hodges, 2012). 

Furthermore, according to the service-dominant-logic theory (Vargo & Lusch, 2008) and co-

creation value experience (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004), the value may be created through the 

process of consumers’ usage of a context (Gummerus & Pihlström, 2011). That is to say, 

consumer value creation referring to the process by which firms and customers, as 

complementary entities, co-create value for themselves and each other (Zhang, Guo, Hu, & Liu, 

2017) requires communication to deliver what precisely consumers need. As Grönroos (2008) 

noted, these two entities need to have an ongoing dialogue and interaction to achieve mutual 

understanding.  Similarly, Schau et al. (2009) stressed the vital role of enterprise-consumer 

interaction and consumer-consumer interaction to create value. 

 Fang (2019) identified the value in use as “the degree to which a customer feels better off given 

their consumption-related experiences.” The concept of “value in use” comprises three 

dimensions: experience, personalization, and relationship. The relationship dimension indicates 

active and collaborative interaction between consumers and enterprise agents, consumers 

participating in reciprocal communication to use mutual resources and create value (Ranjan & 

Read, 2016). Ashraf et al. (2021) assumed that m-commerce attributes facilitate searching, 

reviewing, generating and sharing shopping experiences on the spot. Therefore, as an object, the 

mobile device may be considered a vicarious agent that imitates the role of a genuine vendor.  

Piyathasanan et al. (2014) argued that even though social interactions in the computer-mediated 

environments occur between strangers, uncertainty about shopping online can be mitigated by 

social support of the online community manifesting through interpersonal discussion, 
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technological support, information exchange and sharing their resources.  Consequently, the 

impact of social exchange between consumers and companies, and of the relationship between 

consumers and consumers in m-commerce must be counted as an essential factor in m-

commerce. 

As Zhao and Balagué (2014) discussed, m-commerce success is highly dependent on the 

manifestation of social characteristics such as expression, interactivity, reputation, and control. 

Fang (2017) argued that mobile devices’ idiosyncrasies (e.g., always-on, localized and 

personalized information) might promote imitation of face-to-face relationships and social 

interaction. Since m-commerce attributes to interactive, immediate and responsive approaches to 

fulfill users’ needs, it may simulate a face-to-face interaction in the context of human-computer 

interaction. In a sense, these m-commerce characteristics establish a greater engaging experience 

in the online environment and offer its customer real-time and on-the-go involvement (Y.-H. 

Fang, 2017).  

Prior studies suggested that social factors are formed by two components: interactivity and social 

presence (Ou et al., 2014). While the former refers to how the mobile computing features can 

develop a social interaction of two entities- two end points of a communication process- in which 

both sides actively participate in the form and content of the message, the latter reflects how 

mobile interface could facilitate the communication process between consumers based on human 

behaviours. 

According to Jason (1998), interactivity is identified as a medium capability to let users exercise 

influence on the contents and form of communications.  Interactive communication contributes 

to establishing a mutual understanding between consumers and merchants (Ou et al., 2014). Liu 

(2003) noted interactive communication comprises active control -a user's ability to participate 
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voluntarily and instrumentally influence a communication, two-way communication -the bi-

directional flow of information and synchronicity -the speed of the interaction and receiving 

immediate feedback. Fang (2017) argued that since the m-commerce environment directs the 

consumers to actively participate in their choices, consumers empower to make their own 

decision regarding the receptive information. M-commerce also facilitates merchants’ prompt 

response to consumer requests and dyadic communication. Given that mobile computing 

technologies offer real-time responsiveness, service representatives and mobile users can 

communicate with each other, unless they do not want to do so. In this sense, if consumers have 

any question for other parties such as services providers or informants, users can reach out to 

these m-commerce players immediately (S. Yang & Lee, 2017). Usually, the primary 

information such as general product attributes, payment and delivery methods is available in the 

online environment. However, any other detailed information that consumers require, such as 

specific product features, promotion information, and seller’s services, compels communication 

between consumers and vendors. In other words, to achieve a decent outcome, bi-directional 

communication provides an opportunity for consumers and merchants to listen carefully to each 

other, resolve the disagreement,and clarify ambiguities. S. Yang and Lee, (2017) argued that 

because mobile users, almost all the time, hold and use their mobile devices, interactive 

communication happening without the time and location constraints turns out to be the ultimate 

forms of computer-mediated interaction. As Fang (2019) stated, better interactive 

communication promotes greater consumer engagement and an optimistic consumers’ perception 

regarding mobile commerce. Therefore, because such dyadic communication can be helpful to 

address the consumers’ knowledge gap, surfers may tend to be active in the m-commerce 
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environment. They may find interactivity as tools to get ride of redundant information or to 

obtain necessary information to fill the knowledge gap.   

Social presence refers to “the feeling of psychological intimacy with a remote person” (Ou et al., 

2014). The social presence theory was initially conceptualized to highlight that users may 

experience imitative face-to-face relationships during technological-based communication (Short 

et al., 1976). In other words, social presence in a medium has been identified on the basis of 

several characteristics such as sociability, warmth, sensitivity, intimacy, and personalization, 

throughout communication with other people (Hew et al., 2018). As Fang (2017) stated, when a 

technological medium (e.g. m-commerce) offers these social cues, consumers will more likely 

stay in the medium and spend more psychic energy to develop and maintain their relationship 

with other consumers.  Hew et al. (2018) have considered social presence as a facilitating 

stimulus in tourist mobile commerce. They have argued that the mobile environment's 

capabilities (i.e. recommendations, reviews, comments and rating stars) promote social presence, 

making interactive communication more efficient. Due to the importance of lodging a bona fide 

place to enhance people's communication in the real world, Kreijns et al. (2007) offered to 

design similar places in the virtual world in which people could liberally start and maintain their 

communication. Creating such a virtual location may develop social interaction, thereby 

enhancing affection, trust, belongingness, and meeting participants' social needs. Amblee and 

Bui (2011) argued that although there are several possible forms of online interaction associated 

with the shopping experience, the most popular forms are rating and reviewing consumer 

comments. These comments could be written and read by anonymous consumers, experts (i.e. 

advisor), or a close and trusted friend. According to Dastane et al. (2020), social value in m-

commerce may be reflected by online interaction, reviews, recommendations, and trends. Taken 
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altogether, consumers will be keen on interacting with each other, exchanging opinions on 

specific products, and sharing their favourite products and shopping experiences if m-commerce 

promotes psychological feelings such as intimacy, human contact, human warmth, and 

sensitivity. Thus, the occurrence of these conditions could lessen the inherent social distancing 

nested in computer-mediated communication (Miranda & Saunders, 2003). Consumers will 

probably find a positive perspective regarding the m-commerce environment, leading them to be 

in touch more frequently with the mobile environment ( Fang, 2017).  

Experiencing the positive feeling of human intimacy and simulating the face-to-face contact in 

the m-commerce environment may lead individuals to trust the setting. Y. H. Fang, (2014) found 

that the perceived credibility of reviewers and the arousal level-showing the extent to which a 

person feels excited, stimulated or active-influence electronic word of mouth adoption.  They 

argued that when a user encounters a credible review, (s)he tend to acknowledge it and learn 

from it. They also assumed that social attraction of informed persons would arouse users' interest 

to participate in online communication. In this sense, consumers who engage in communial 

experience may boost their feelings to explore the environment or reduce their anxious feelings 

resulting from the overload of stimuli (i.e. information). Therefore, using m-commerce, 

consumers may be empowered to fulfill their curiosity and fill their knowledge gap.   

Relatively little research has been carried out to determine the effect of social factors on 

consumer exploratory behaviour in the online context. However, recent works by psychologists 

have established some helpful insights in this regard. According to Aron, et al. (2007), observing 

and communicating with other people are effective ways to obtain information in a close 

relationship. They argued that the inclusion of others in self results in overlapping the cognitive 

construction of self and others, thereby treating another person’s resources, perspectives, and 
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identities as one’s own. In other words, the consumers join in a dyadic meaning-making system 

with others who offer scaffolding for integrating new information and making sense of it. If such 

a relationship is in sync, participants may feel pleasure and joy; if not, they tend to be anxious 

and unhappy because the sense of coherence dissipates. Involving in social interaction can allow 

one to discern a unique perspective, philosophies, strengths and skill sets, and wisdom  (Kashdan 

et al., 2020). Social information could be collected through first-hand people's conversations. 

Directly talking with others helps people acquire novel and unique information about specific 

people’s interests, preferences and life events.  As Gallagher and Lopez (2007) noted, the 

tendency to explore novel situations could show up in social interactions, creating new social 

connections and strengthening old social bonds. Online information seeking is positively related 

to using various consumer-generated information resources such as online product reviews, 

blogs, content distributor websites, or social network sites (Kim & Eastin, 2011). In a sense, 

social interactions likely enable customers to obtain relevant information and advice from others, 

generate an idea, and make a better decision. Zheng et al. (2019) investigated the effect of 

interpersonal interaction on hedonic and utilitarian browsing in mobile shopping. Their findings 

revealed that while interpersonal interaction positively affects hedonic browsing, it has no 

significant effect on utilitarian browsing. Also, they have proposed non-marketer generated 

information as an environmental stimulus may affect exploratory behaviour. Consumers may 

consider those comments, recommendations, and ratings, created by other consumers or any 

possible way of online social interaction as a source of obtaining reliable information. Therefore, 

social interaction in the m-commerce setting probably facilitates acquiring products’ 

information, enhancing the breadth and depth of consumer knowledge.  
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Furthermore, extant literature indicates how people embrace a "flow state" in social occasions in 

which individuals share everyday experiences.  Csikszentmihalyi and Jakson (1999) discussed 

that athletes in team sports might experience a flow state because of the members' interaction to 

achieve the specific goals. Similarly, such experiences would happen for artists in collective 

performances like music and dance (Csikszentmihalyi & Rich, 1997). Csikszentmihalyi (2014) 

stresses that social structure influences the flow states.  According to Walker (2010), when 

people are in highly interdependent situations, they experience a reciprocal form of flow state, 

which is different from the solitary flow. More specifically, he noted that interaction and 

cooperation between people are required to achieve the best possible result from tasks that 

cannot be completed singularly, and he concluded that social interdependency significantly 

impacts the flow state. Piyathasanan et al. (2014) noted that interactive communication in the 

virtual world is a combination of individual participation and communal relationship. They 

further explained that communal relationship experiences involve interactivity, mutual 

interdependence, awareness of other members, and a state of immersion in the community, 

which enhance the feeling of cognitive absorption, belongingness and deep 

involvement.Consumers will experience flow when they found that sharing their personal 

experiences and feedback contribute to their belonging communities ( Lin et al., 2019). The 

findings of Mahnke et al., (2015) indicated that consumers who review user-generated and 

company-edited information associated with products in online shopping websites reported 

experiencing the flow state when such content leads them to social proximity. Skadberg and 

Kimmel (2004) confirmed that interactivity facilitates flow experience. Hoffman and Novak 

(2009) discussed that interactivity might positively impact the online flow experience. Their 

underlying assumption was that more control over the interaction facilitates the absorption in the 
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online activity. Interactivity enhances focus attention during Internet usage and creates a feeling 

of control over the environment  (Rettie, 2001). Perceived control over the virtual environment 

facilitates the flow experience (Zaman et al., 2010).  Jiao, Gao, and Yang (2015) noted that 

marketers providing superior social value for customers enhance customers’ flow experience 

during online shopping. Liu, Chu, Huang, and Chen (2016)  offered three aspects of 

interpersonal interaction in social commerce: perceived expertise, perceived similarity, and 

perceived familiarity. Their result indicates that these three elements have a strong positive effect 

on the flow state. Chang, (2013) also demonstrates that social interaction in online gaming 

positively impacts flow. Thus, consumers are more likely to enjoy browsing engaging content 

and immersing themselves in social network participation. Besides, users can acquire a broader 

set of information as they more frequently interact with members of diverse backgrounds 

(Huang, 2016). Involving in the social interactions, consumers may share their thoughts and 

experiences or gain information from the virtual world, with different types of people ranging 

from their family or friends, to anonymous customers. As a result, surfers may find higher 

immersion and concentration on social interaction are helpful ways to make a trade-off between 

their current challenge and skills to acquire the relevant information and reduce tension. Based 

on these reasons, the current study expects that the more consumers involve in social interaction, 

the greater they may experience flow state in mobile environment. 

H3: Social value has a positive influence on (a) specific exploration, (b) diversive exploration, 

and (c) flow. 

3.4. Flow and Exploration 

 

A large volume of published studies found concrete evidence regarding the relationship between 

flow and exploratory behaviour. Flow state may be experienced when the performer feels some 
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mental states, such as deep concentration, total absorption, and unawareness of time passing 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). Hoffman and Novak (1996) identified that once online consumers 

experience a flow state, the immediate responses are positive and subjective experiences, such as 

a sense of happiness, playfulness, and enjoyment, which ,in turn, could promote exploratory 

desire. The empirical findings also confirmed that flow positively influences exploratory 

behaviour in a computer-mediated environment (Novak et al., 2000). Consumers may involve in 

goal-directed and experiential explorative behaviour because of their distinct motives, such as 

task situational involvement (i.e., completion, pre-purchased deliberation) or enduring 

involvement (i.e., build information bank, opinion leadership, recreation) (Hoffman & Novak, 

1996). A follow-up study (Novak et al., 2003) vindicated that the flow state boosts both task-

oriented and experiential activity. Their findings, which is in line with Rettie's (2001) 

interpretation, illustrated that the consumers experience a flow state in more task-oriented 

activities than experimental activities. Rettie (2001) assumed that flow is more likely to occur 

when performers have a specific task than when they are just surfing for fun (Rettie, 2001). 

Moreover, extant literature indicates that consumers who feel flow state may engage in 

exploratory behaviour throughout online purchasing (Korzaan, 2003). Richard and Chandra 

(2005) discussed that challenge and skill indirectly link with attitude regarding explorative 

behaviour. Demanding to resolve intricate challenges requires greater skills, thereby leading 

performers to activate exploratory behaviour. Being in a flow state facilitates learning from 

available content on websites (Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004), which, in turn, reduces uncertainty 

(Park et al., 2012). According to Rettie (2001), information-seeking activity has engrossing 

nature by itself, which catalyze the occurrence of flow state. Furthermore, Zaman et al. (2010) 

found that the occurrence of flow state directly affects exploratory behaviour in instant 
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messaging. Based on these reasons, the current study expects that the flow state directly impacts 

diversive exploratory behaviour. When the flow state occurs, people experience a high level of 

enjoyment, intense involvement and absorbed concentration on the task at hand, reflecting the 

balance between the challenge and skill. As Mathwick and Rigdon (2004) noted, boredom 

happens when skill level exceeds the challenges.  Also, recall that diverse exploration occurs 

when people require coping with boredom in their life; they expose themselves to a range of 

different stimuli to intensify their mental efforts or, in other words, to increase challenges. 

According to Workman and Studak (2007), a higher level of intrinsic enjoyment is associated 

with a greater capacity to cope with boredom, and they are positively related to one another.  

Therefore, being in a flow state may enhance the disposition to explore broadly.   

On the other end, anxiety is an unpleasant psychological state, in which the challenge exceeds 

the skill (Mathwick & Rigdon, 2004). In a sense, the overload of stimuli, information or data 

causes people to feel anxious. Information overload results in distraction because of considerable 

mental stimuli individuals encounter (Bawden & Robinson, 2009).  Fullagar, Knight, and Sovern 

(2013) assumed that anxiety is the antithesis of the flow state. To overcome such negative 

feeling, people need to control and reduce the number of exposed stimuli. As we noted earlier, 

specific exploration occurs when people reducing the number of stimuli move from an 

overstimulated state to an optimal stimulation level. Hong, Tai, Hwang, and Kuo (2016) showed 

that flow state is negatively correlated with anxiety. Therefore, this study expects that being in a 

flow state is associated with specific exploratory in which consumers explore the virtual world 

deeply. Thus, the current study proposes the following:  

H4: Flow has a positive influence on (a) specific exploration and (b) diversive exploration. 
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3.5. Mediating Effect of flow 

 

The conceptual model of online flow developed by Hoffman and Novak (1996) suggests that 

flow mediates the effects of functional, emotional and social elements discussed earlier in the 

current study, while navigating across a computer-mediated environment. They offered that the 

congruence between skill and challenge and focus attention are two cornerstones helping the 

occurrence of flow state. If the attended virtual platform does not provide for congruence of 

skills and challenges, consumers either become bored (i.e., their skills exceed the challenges) or 

anxious (i.e., the challenges exceed their skills) and either exit the online setting. They also 

characterized focus attention as "a centring of attention on a limited stimulus field," offering a 

sense of mesmerisation during the usage of hypermedia.  They, ultimately, suggested that 

consumers who experience the flow state are more likely to perform exploratory behaviour in a 

computer-mediated environment. Following this study, several studies analyzed the accuracy and 

precision of the components of the network navigation in hypermedia and their relationship with 

the focal construct of flow state. 

The extant literature provides evidence regarding the intervening role of flow state in the 

relationship between functional value and exploratory behaviours. B. Kim, Yoo, and Yang 

(2020) found that service quality, which reflects the reliability, convenience, functionality, and 

response time of information systems positively impact the flow state.  They discuss that when 

consumers search for information through the online environment, they expect to achieve the 

most recent and precise information quickly and easily. If the online setting has a poor design 

that offers difficult navigation, users may perceive service providers cannot provide useful 

functional features to meet consumers' needs. In a similar vein, C. Chen et al. (2017) found that 

convenience positively affects the flow state. They reasoned that if consumers perceive that 
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using m-commerce needs little effort and is not limited to the time or space, they may become 

attentive, leading them to be in the flow state. However, when consumers do not obtain the 

desired information, they may recognize smartphone services as irritating (Martins et al. , 2019). 

Consequently, consumers would not experience a flow state because they are distracted and 

could not concentrate on their performance. As was aforementioned, the extant literature 

supports that a flow state may promote exploratory behaviour.Thus, because consumers are 

utterly attentive to doing the task and deeply immersed in the environment, they exploit the m-

commerce function to fill their knowledge gap. We expect that functional benefits are essential 

for the occurrence of flow state with the help of which consumers perform exploratory 

behaviours. 

Previous research has suggested that the flow state can mediate the link between emotional value 

and exploratory behaviour. In this regard, B. Kim et al. (2017) found that enjoyment positively 

influences the flow state amongst m-commerce users. They discussed that enjoyment plays a 

significant role in the manifestation of the flow state in mobile commerce. Moreover, Martins et 

al. (2019) established that entertaining attributes are positively associated with flow experience 

in m-commerce. They identified that entertainment contents are pleasurable, enjoyable, and fun 

to watch; such contents can provide a form of escapism, diversion, aesthetic enjoyment, or 

emotional release (Elliott & Speck, 1998). Furthermore, Jeon, Ok, and Choi, (2018) reported that 

the visual appeal of online environment design positively affects the flow state. They argued that 

given that visual cues can create a positive impression of the attended online platform among 

surfers, consumers might tend to stay longer in the website, thus experiencing deeper 

involvement and enduring immersion. Piyathasanan et al. (2014) discussed that experiencing 

enjoyment and involvement resulting from the flow state in virtual world intensify users learning 
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and enrich virtual experience, leading to positive influence on individuals behaviour.  Besides, as 

mentioned earlier, prior research established that a flow state might promote boredom relief and 

anxiety reduction. Consequently, because in the flow state, consumers experience a high level of 

enjoyment and total absorption , emotional cues can promote the consumer information seeking 

activities. Therefore, we expected that the flow plays mediation role in relationship between 

emotional cues and exploratory behaviors.  

Several lines of evidence have suggested that the flow state is likely to mediate the effect of 

social value elements, namely interactivity and social presence, on exploratory behaviours in an 

online environment. In this sense, Hoffman and Novak, (2009) noted that a high level of 

interactivity could boost the flow state. Animesh et al. (2011) found that interactivity has a 

positive influence on the flow state. They assume that the more people feel a sense of autonomy 

and control over their interaction with online settings, the more likely they experience a flow 

state.  Van Noort, et al. (2012) reported that online flow mediates the relationship between 

interactivity and cognitive, affective, and behavioural response.  Their findings showed that a 

higher level of interactivity results in a greater flow state, which ,in turn, enhances the product-

related cognitive responses. These authors argued that consumers who are experiencing the flow 

state selectively pay attention to the most important information associated with the product. 

Therefore, we can expect that to address the knowledge gap, surfers experiencing a flow state are 

more likely to rely on an interactive feature of m-commerce.  Animesh et al. (2011) found that 

social presence is positively related to flow. They argued that given that social presence happens 

when participants experience a warm and engaging social interaction, users experience a deep 

absorption and lose track of time. As a result, such personal involvement with others may 

enhance surfers' concertation, and with the help of this token, the flow state occurs. Finding 
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resolution to fill the knowledge gap requires a deep concentration on problem-solving processes 

and information-seeking activities. The conscious awareness of other people presence and 

interactivity among users in virtual community enhance the users’ involvement and immersion in 

the community because such communial experience expedite achieving the consumers’ 

objectives to fill their knowledge gap. Therefore, consumers with a greater sense of flow state 

will participate in more social presence occasions to facilitate exploratory behaviours.   

H5: Flow mediate the positive relationship between (a) functional (b) emotional, (c) social and 

specific exploration 

H6: Flow mediate the positive relationship between (a) functional (b) emotional, (c) social and 

diversive exploration 

3.6. Patronage intention 

 

Patronage intention refers to consumer intention to stay, interact, purchase, recommend, and 

return to an online or offline store (Baker et al., 2002). Past studies have hinted at a link between 

task-motivated, experiential-motivated behaviour and patronage intention. Jones, Reynolds, and 

Arnold (2006) indicated that utilitarian and hedonic shopping value directly affects patronage 

intention. In the context of apparel consumption, Sullivan, Kang, and Heitmeyer (2012) have 

shown that three types of value (i.e., utilitarian, escapism, and aesthetic) positively affect 

patronage intention. Also, they reported an indirect relationship between affective involvement 

and patronage intention through experiential value. Moreover, Beck and Crié (2018) found the 

relationship between exploratory behaviour and patronage intention toward offline and online 

retail by using a virtual fitting room. They discussed that when consumers become curious about 

a product, they may tend to frequently check the website and store, leading them to buy products.  
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According to theory of reasoned action, attitude refers to as “evaluation of an object, concept, or 

behavior along a dimension of favor or disfavor and like or dislike.” (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2015, p. 

78). That attitude is twofold: instrumental and experimental. The former refers to the cognitive 

evaluation of performing the behavior, such as whether doing so is wise or foolish and useful or 

useless. The latter represents affective evaluation, such as whether performing the behavior is 

boring or interesting, and pleasant or unpleasant (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2015, p.84). Recall that 

generally specific exploration is mainly instrumental and diversive exploration is chiefly 

experiential behaviour. A favourable experience in a computer-mediated environment generates 

a positive attitude, which boosts consumers’ disposition toward their future intentions. (Korzaan, 

2003). In this line, Yang (2010) reported that consumers who has positive attitude regarding m-

commerce tend to purchase in mobile shopping contexts. This study argues that when m-

commerce users’ evaluative behaviours (i.e. performing specific exploration or diversive 

exploration) generate a positive attitude regarding the attended environment, consumers tend to 

be a patron of the platform. 

Demangeot and Broderick (2010) have proposed several consequences for specific and diversive 

exploration. They have suggested four outcomes in terms of specific exploration, including 

facilitating decision-making processes, enhancing knowledge of individual products and 

familiarity with the medium’s context. When consumers perceive the technology’s ease of use 

and usefulness, they probably intentionally use that technology more (Venkatesh et al., 2003). As 

Brown, Pope, and Voges (2003) argue, consumers who access detailed information related to 

product attributes, price comparison, and availability during their browsing activity may tend to 

acquire products more than those who do not so. Given that handling the overstimulation level 

situation may come up with a sense of relaxation and tension reduction, consumer likely find the 
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specific exploration helpful to address their current issues. As result, they gradually become 

familiar with mobile environment and feel a sense relief and satisfaction attached to the m-

commerce usage. Therefore, they not only become a loyal user to the setting but also they 

commence talking about their experiences. All of the studies reviewed here may support the 

current study's expectation that higher specific exploration via mobile devices leads to higher 

patronage intention. 

Regarding diversive exploration, Demangeot and Broderick (2010) have offered three 

consequences: developing general knowledge of the range of options, building consideration set, 

enjoyment, and familiarity with the medium’s content. Demangeot and Broderick (2009) 

reported that consumer emotion (pleasure and arousal) directly impacts website patronage 

intention. If consumers find mobile exploration performance fun and entertaining, helping them 

address boredom feelings, they are more likely to engage in similar activities through m-

commerce setting again. M-commerce may offer consumers to learn more about available 

options in the market, thus improving their current quality of life. Experiencing such situations 

may align with a sense of fulfilment, leading consumers to become loyal and share their 

experiences with others. Thus, the current study expected a higher level of diversive exploration 

at a higher level of patronage intention. Based on these results, both diversive and specific 

exploratory behaviour states may elicit a future patronage behaviour.   

H7: Specific exploration has a positive effect on future patronage intention 

H8: Diversive exploration has a positive effect on future patronage intention. 
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4. Empirical Study  

 

4.1. Data Collection 

 

Data for the analysis were collected through a professional online consumer panel provider, 

Qualtrics. This study used survey data obtained from m-commerce users to investigate the 

presented hypotheses. The target population of this study was randomly sampled from Russian 

users who at least have had one type of mobile device and experienced using an m-commerce 

website or Apps. A total of 250 responses were gathered for the purpose of this study.  

Before administering the survey for our main study, we followed the pretest and pilot test 

procedure recommended by Hult, Hurley, and Knight (2004). Initially, we consulted five 

academics as expert judges in the marketing and information systems disciplines to assess logical 

consistency, ease of understanding, the sequence of items and contextual relevance of measure 

items representing corresponding constructs. The pretest was followed by a pilot test of 30 m-

commerce participants to evaluate the quality of content and reliability of measures.   

4.2. Measurement 

 

Item scales used (see Table 1) were operationalized and adapted from the extant literature to 

represent a concise explanation of the constructs. All survey questions will utilize a 7-point 

Likert scale (1 = “strongly disagree” and 7 = “strongly agree”) to record participants’ responses. 

The functional value is a second-order construct consisting of perceived ubiquity (5 items), 

perceived customization (5 items), and perceived navigation (4 items) adapted from Okazaki and 

Mendez (2013); H. L. Yang and Lin (2017); Johnson et al. (2020); and Richard and Chandra 

(2005) respectively. The emotional value representing a second-order variable comprises 

perceived aesthetic (4 items), and perceived enjoyment (5 items)  adapted from Li and Yeh 
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(2010), and Johnson et al. (2020); and Nysveen et al. (2005), respectively.  The social value is 

offered as a second-order construct reflected by interactivity and social presence elicited from 

Fang (2017). . Flow is the only first-order formative construct in this study. An eight-item scale 

for measuring flow was adapted from Engeser and Rheinberg (2008). Also, the specific and 

diversive variables were gauged based on the items adapted from Litman and Spielberger (2003). 

A five-item scale adapted from the study of Baker et al. (2002) was used to measure future 

patronage intention. 

4.3. Data Analysis and Results 

 

Statistical analysis was performed using Partial Least Squares (PLS) to assess the measurement 

and structural model. Following Anderson and Gerbing’s two-step approach (Anderson & 

Gerbing, 1988), we examine the measurement and structural model. The first step involved 

analysis of the measurement model in assessing the quality of the constructs in the study; the 

second step tested the inner relationships between independent and dependent variables. The 

two-step approach aims to establish the reliability and validity of the measures before assessing 

the structural relationship of the model.  

This method is particularly useful in several ways. First, according to Hair, et al.(2011), PLS 

structural equation modelling (SEM) is a regression-based method that minimizes the residual 

variances of the endogenous constructs, and it is more robust with identification issues compared 

to Covariance-based structural equation modelling (CB-SEM). Second, if the study's focus is on 

the prediction of key target constructs, compared to confirmation of theory or comparison of 

alternative theories, PLS-SEM is a more certified approach (Thongpapanl et al. 2018). Third, if 

the CB-SEM assumption (e.g., assumption of normality) is violated, employing the PLS-SEM is 

encouraged to estimate a good CB-SEM proxy (Henseler, Ringle, & Sinkovics, 2009). Finally, 
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according to Hair et al. (2011), PLS is a more appropriate approach when the structural model is 

complex, formed by several constructs and indicators. 

In this study, we considered the functional, emotional and social values as formative higher-

order constructs. There are two main reasons to operate these constructs in this way. First, as we 

conceptually discussed earlier, the underlying dimensions or lower-order variables are indicators 

variables that form or cause the creation or change in higher-order variables. Second, the 

underlying dimensions are not necessarily highly correlated. As you can find later, the empirical 

findings of this study support our assumptions.   

Applying the disjoint reflective-formative two-stage approach (Sarstedt et al., 2019), we first 

created and estimated the original model, connecting all lower-order reflective constructs such as 

ubiquity, customization, navigation, aesthetic, enjoyment, interactivity and social presence with 

the endogenous constructs, including diversive exploration, specific exploration, flow and 

patronage intention. As per the guidelines, the two-step approach, in contrast with the repeated 

indicators approach (Sarstedt et al., 2019), requires the estimation of measurement model 

without the presence of a second-order construct. Then, the scores of latent variables are 

estimated and added to the original data file for next step, in which the scores of lower-order 

constructs are incorporated as the indicators of the second-order construct. Then the reliability 

and validity are again established for all the constructs before the final structural model 

assessment (Becker, Klein, & Wetzels, 2012; Aggarwal & Kapoor, 2021). The model assessment 

first focuses on the reflective measurement models of the lower-order components to satisfy all 

relevant criteria (internal consistency, convergent validity, and discriminant validity). Then, in 

stage two, the latent variable scores from the stage one results allow creating and estimating a 

model with three formative constructs, namely functional, emotional and social value, as higher-
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order constructs linked to the endogenous constructs. The assessment of the stage two results 

focuses on outers weights, outer loading and VIF to support the validity and reliability of the 

model based on our higher-order formative constructs.   

Control Variables 

In line with past research in m-commerce, five control variables were included: collectivism-

individualism, uncertainty avoidance (Sharma, 2010; Mai et al. 2003), age, gender (Ashraf, 

Thongpapanl, & Auh, 2014), and Internet plan (mobile Internet tariff) (Gerpott & Thomas, 

2014). Research has shown that culture significantly influences consumers’ behaviours (Dwyer, 

Mesak, & Hsu, 2005; Thompson & Chmura, 2015). Similarly, due to the unique nature of m-

commerce (i.e., consumers cannot touch, taste, or feel the product), it is perceived as risky 

(Shankar et al. 2010). Hence, this research includes collectivism-individualism, and uncertainty 

avoidance constructs as control variables (Sharma 2010) in the model. We incorporated Internet 

plan as a control variable because recent research has shown that mobile Internet plan (e.g., fixed 

and/or variable Internet plan) has a considerable impact on mobile Internet usage levels (Gerpott 

& Thomas 2014). 

4.3.1. Measurement Model 

 

The quality of the constructs in the study is assessed based on the evaluation of the measurement 

model. The quality criteria assessment starts with evaluating the factor loadings, followed by 

establishing the construct reliability and validity.    

Factor loadings 

The factor loading refers to the bivariate correlation between the indicator and its construct. 

(Joseph F. Hair et al., 2019). Factor loadings can range from -1.0 to +1.0, with higher absolute 
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values indicating the highest correlation of the item with the underlying factor. To assess 

indicator reliability, we followed the outer loading relevance testing. Indicators with outer 

loading above .07 are acceptable, and those with the outer loading between .04 and .07 were 

removed from the scale only when deleting the indicator leads to an increase in the Composite 

reliability (CR) or the average variance extracted (AVE). (Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2014). 

Hence, none of the items in the presented model (see table 1) had a factor loading less than 

recommended value threshold; thereby, all the items are retained.  

Internal Consistency Reliability 

Reliability is defined as the extent to which a scale can reproduce the same or similar 

measurement results in repeated trials. Thus, reliability is a measure of consistency in 

measurement. If an instrument is administered over and over again, it should yield the same 

results ( Hair, Celsi, Ortinau, & Bush, 2017, p167). The two most commonly used methods for 

establishing reliability include Cronbach Alpha and CR. The results for both Cronbach alpha and 

CR are presented in Table 4.1. The Cronbach’s alpha ranged from .76 to .94, whereas CR 

statistics ranged from .86 to .96. The cut-off value for both methods is  0.7 ( Hair et al., 2011). 

Hence, the results indicate that our measures are reliable.  

Convergent Validity  

“Convergent validity is the extent to which a measure correlates positively with alternative 

measures of the same construct” (Hair, 2014, p102). When the AVE value is greater than or 

equal to the recommended value of .50 items converges to measure the underlying construct, 

convergent validity is established (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Convergent validity results based 

on the AVE statistics in the current study show that all the constructs are higher than the required 
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threshold. Hence, convergent validity is not an issue. Table 2 shows the AVE value for each of 

the constructs.  

Table 4. 1 Measurement Model With Factor Loadings Indicator 

Indicator Outer Loading 

Functional Value  

Ubiquity (α =.95; AVE = 0.83; CR = 0.96)  

UBI-1-Using Mobile Internet keeps me well informed at all times. 0.908 

UBI-2-  When I cannot wait, and I need a certain type of 

information immediately, I will use the Mobile Internet. 0.907 

UBI-3-Mobile Internet provides a quicker way of updating myself. 0.880 

UBI-4-Mobile Internet is practical because I can use it without 

difficulty wherever I am. 0.929 

UBI-5- Mobile Internet gives me the freedom to find the 

information that I need. 0.916 

Customization (α = 0.91; AVE = .73; CR = .93)  

CUS-1-I value M-commerce webpages that: - Are personalized for 

my usage experience preferences. 

0.865 

CUS-2- I value M-commerce webpages that: - Offer personalized 

services and/or products based on my past usage experience. 

0.886 

CUS-3- I value M-commerce webpages that: - Seem to know what I 

want according to my location. 

0.858 

CUS-4- I value M-commerce webpages that: - Seem to know my 

preferences based on my past search and browsing behaviour. 

0.835 

CUS-5- I value M-commerce webpages that: - Provide me with 

information (e.g., deals and ads) tailored to my interests and 

preferences. 

0.815 

Navigation (α = .91; AVE = .79; CR = .94)  

NAV-1- m-commerce webpages provide a clear process for 

browsing. 

0.864 
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NAV-2- Search features (e.g. filters, categories, suggested 

keywords) on M-commerce webpages help me to locate accurate 

information. 

0.892 

NAV-3- It is easy to find the necessary information through internal 

hyperlinks when using M-commerce webpages. 

0.911 

NAV-4- The categorization and layout contents (e.g. site map and 

menu items) of M-commerce webpages are helpful to obtain what I 

am looking for. 

0.897 

Emotional Value  

Aesthetic (α = .92; AVE = .81; CR = .95)  

AES-1- The arrangement of elements (i.e., colours, boxes, fonts, 

etc.) of M-commerce webpages are attractive. 

0.884 

AES-2-  The M-commerce interface design is professional looking. 0.900 

AES-3- The presentation and demonstration of products on M-

commerce webpages are aesthetically pleasing. 

0.912 

AES-4- The overall look and feel of the M-commerce webpages are 

visually appealing. 

0.907 

Enjoyment (α = .93; AVE = .78; CR = .95)  

ENJ-1- Using M-commerce is fun. 0.836 

ENJ-2- I find using M-commerce enjoyable. 0.908 

ENJ-3- I find using M-commerce very entertaining. 0.910 

ENJ-4- I find using m-commerce very exciting. 0.909 

ENJ-5- I feel a sense of adventure while using M-commerce. 0.833 

Social Value  

Social Presence (α = .93; AVE = .82; CR = .95)  

SOPR-1- There is a sense of human contact during experiences with 

M-commerce webpages. 

0.931 

SOPR-2- M-commerce webpages give me a sense of “personalness” 

as I interface with it. 

0.909 

SOPR-3- There is human-like warmth associated with M-commerce 

webpages. 

0.889 
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SOPR-4- There is a sense of human sensitivity associated with M-

commerce webpages. 

0.893 

Interactivity (α = .92; AVE = .78; CR = .94)  

INAC-1- Using M-commerce, I can obtain information without any 

delay. 

0.873 

INAC-2- When I click on M-commerce webpages’ links, I feel I am 

getting the instantaneous information I expected. 

0.835 

INAC-3-   M-commerce webpages facilitate two-way 

communication. 

0.887 

INAC-4- M-commerce webpages give consumers the opportunity to 

talk back. 

0.879 

INAC-5- M-commerce webpages are effective in gathering visitors’ 

feedback. 

0.876 

Specific Exploration (α = .89; AVE = .81; CR = .93)  

SPXP-1- Using M-commerce, I can work hard at a product's 

problems that I feel must be solved. 

0.893 

SPXP-2- Using M-commerce, I can strive hard to obtain a deeper 

understanding of a looked-for product. 

0.919 

SPXP-3- Using M-commerce, I am interested in discovering how a 

specific product works. 

0.898 

Diversive Exploration (α = .92; AVE = .86; CR = .95)  

DVXP-1- Using M-commerce, I enjoy learning about products that I 

am unfamiliar with and know less about. 

0.923 

DVXP-2-Using M-commerce, I find it fascinating to learn new 

information regarding the general category of products. 

0.930 

DVXP-3- Using M-commerce, I enjoy exploring new products. 0.932 

Patronage Intention (α = .88; AVE = .74; CR = .92)  

PAT-1- Revisit likelihood is ... 0.803 

PAT-2- PAT-5- Using of M-commerce is... 0.853 

PAT-3-  PAT-7-  I say positive things about M-commerce to others. 0.895 
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PAT-4- PAT-9-  I would recommend M-commerce to someone who 

seeks my advice. 

0.886 

Control Variables   

Uncertainty Avoidance (α = .76; AVE = .67; CR = .86)  

UCRAV-1 I would not describe myself as a risk-taker. 0.841 

UCRAV-2 I prefer specific instructions to broad or general 

guidelines. 

0.711 

UCRAV-3  I feel safe when I am in my familiar surroundings. 0.885 

Individualism-Collectivism (α = .90; AVE = .66; CR = .92)  

IND/COL-1- I would rather depend on myself than others. 0.849 

IND/COL-2- My personal identity, independent of others, is 

important to me. 

0.888 

IND/COL-3- I rely on myself most of the time, rarely on others. 0.839 

IND/COL-4- It is important that I do my job better than others. 0.773 

IND/COL-5 The well-being of my group members is important for 

me. 

0.768 

IND/COL-6- I feel good when I cooperate with my group members. 0.754 

 

Formative Variable – Flow 

To assess the only formative measurement construct in this model- “flow”- we check the 

following criteria: indicator collinearity, statistical significance, and relevance of the indicator 

weights (Hair et al., 2019). 

Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) statistic is utilized to assess multicollinearity in the indicators 

(Fornell & Bookstein, 1982). According to Hair et al. (2019), multicollinearity is not a serious 

issue if the value for VIF is below 5. Table 4.2 presents the VIF values for the indicators in the 

study and reveals that VIF for each of the indicators is below the recommended threshold. To 
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assess the indicator weights’ statistical significance and relevance, bootstrapping is used to 

determine statistical significance. The results indicate that while five outer weight indicators are 

significant, that of the three other items are not significant. However, as Hair et al. (2019) 

discussed, item weight insignificancy does not necessarily echo the model's poor measurement 

quality, yet the absolute contribution of the construct should be considered. Thus, according to 

the suggested procedure, we keep all of those insignificant indicators in our model because their 

outer loadings were not below 0.5. Also, to examine each indicator’s relevance, the indicator's 

weight must be between -1 and +1. As the results revealed, the relevance of the indicator weights 

was not violated.  

Table 4. 2 Measurement Model of The Lower-Order Formative Variable 

 Outer 

weight  

T Statistic P-Value Outer 

Loading 

VIF 

Flow-1-I feel that I have control 

over my interaction with M-

commerce webpages. 

0.263 5.035 0.000 0.858 2.486 

Flow-2 -I am unaware of 

distractions. 

0.127 2.995 0.003 0.673 2.078 

Flow-3- I am totally absorbed in 

what I am doing. 

0.035 0.727 0.467 0.788 2.962 

Flow-4- My attention is focused 

entirely on what I am doing. 

0.062 1.042 0.298 0.827 3.232 

Flow-5- Time seems to go very 

quickly. 

0.169 3.329 0.001 0.748 2.341 

Flow-6- Using M-commerce, I feel 

just the right amount of challenge. 

0.234 3.222 0.001 0.903 3.704 

Flow-7- Using M-commerce, my 

thoughts/activities run fluidly and 

smoothly. 

0.065 1.040 0.298 0.84 3.352 

Flow-8 - Using M-commerce, I 

know what I have to do each step 

of the way. 

0.259 5.297 0.000 0.842 2.716 
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*P<0.05 

Discriminant Validity  

Discriminant Validity is “the extent to which a construct is truly distinct from other constructs by 

empirical standards. Thus, establishing discriminant validity implies that a construct is unique 

and captures phenomena not represented by other constructs in the model” ( Hair et al., 2014 

p104). To assess discriminant validity, we conducted three tests: Fornell and Larcker, heterotrait-

monotrait (HTMT), and Cross-Loading. 

According to Fornell and Larcker's (1981) criterion, discriminant validity is established when the 

square root of AVE for construct is greater than the squared inter-construct correlation (as a 

measure of shared variance) of that same construct all other reflectively measured constructs in 

the structural model. In this study, the square root of AVE (in Bold) for a construct was found 

greater than its correlation with other reflective constructs (Table 4.3 & Table 4.4 ). Hence, 

providing strong support for the establishment of discriminant validity.  

Table 4. 3 Discriminant Validity- Fornell and Larcker Lower-Order Variables 

 AE

S 

CU

S 

DVE

X 

ENJ Flow INA

C 

NA

V 

PA

T 

SOP

R 

SPE

X 

UBI UCR

AV 

IND/C

OL 

AES 0.9

01 

            

CUS 0.6

76 

0.8

52 

           

DVEX 0.7

64 

0.7

67 

0.92

8 

          

ENJ 0.8

16 

0.7

46 

0.77

4 

0.8

80 

         

Flow 0.8

07 

0.7

74 

0.79

6 

0.8

65 

N.A         

INAC 0.8

67 

0.7

16 

0.77

4 

0.8

17 

0.8

71 

0.87

0 
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NAV 0.8

26 

0.6

68 

0.71

2 

0.7

49 

0.7

63 

0.83

1 

0.8

91 

      

PAT 0.7

24 

0.7

80 

0.80

2 

0.7

51 

0.7

74 

0.73

4 

0.6

92 

0.8

60 

     

SOPR 0.7

12 

0.5

75 

0.58

1 

0.7

00 

0.7

32 

0.72

2 

0.6

56 

0.5

41 

0.90

6 

    

SPEX 0.6

66 

0.7

21 

0.77

8 

0.7

11 

0.8

01 

0.74

7 

0.6

77 

0.7

13 

0.64

1 

0.90

4 

   

UBI 0.7

18 

0.5

69 

0.66

5 

0.6

09 

0.5

94 

0.69

1 

0.7

39 

0.6

56 

0.46

6 

0.54

6 

0.9

08 

  

UCRA

V 

0.4

32 

0.4

44 

0.46

5 

0.4

10 

0.4

68 

0.44

3 

0.3

62 

0.4

87 

0.34

1 

0.46

0 

0.3

92 

0.816  

IND/C

OL 

0.6

78 

0.6

31 

0.69

2 

0.6

68 

0.6

66 

0.67

7 

0.6

05 

0.7

40 

0.42

8 

0.62

1 

0.6

48 

0.623 0.813 

AES=Aesthetic; CUS=Customization; DVEX=Diversive Exploration; ENJ=Enjoyment; 

INAC=Interactivity; PAT=Patronage Intention; NAV=Navigation; SOPR=Social Presence; 

SPEX= Specific Exploration; UBI= Ubiquity; Uncertainty Avoidance= UCRAV; Individualism-

Collectivism=IND/COl 

Table 4. 4 Discriminant Validity- Fornell and Larcker- Higher-Order Variables 

 DVEX EMV Flow FNV IND/COL PAT SCV SPEX UCARV 

DVEX 0.928         

EMV 0.805 N.A        

Flow 0.799 0.882 N.A       

FNV 0.820 0.855 0.838 N.A      

IND/COL 0.692 0.701 0.658 0.691 0.814     

PAT 0.803 0.775 0.770 0.819 0.739 0.860    

SCV 0.771 0.887 0.877 0.844 0.657 0.730 N.A   

SPEX 0.779 0.727 0.808 0.768 0.621 0.714 0.760 0.903  

UCRAV 0.469 0.439 0.463 0.456 0.625 0.489 0.444 0.462 0.815 

DVEX=Diversive Exploration; EMV=Emotional Value; FNV=Functional Value; Individualism-

Collectivism=IND/COl; PAT=Patronage Intention; SCV=Social Value; SPEX= Specific 

Exploration; Uncertainty Avoidance= UCRAV 

Cross-loading  

Cross loading helps assess if an item belongs to a particular construct load strongly onto its own 

parent construct instead of other constructs in the study. Using the suggested method by Chin 

(1998), we calculated each item’s loading on its own construct and cross-loading on all other 

constructs. The result (Table 4.5) shows that factor loading of all the items is stronger on the 
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underlying construct to which they belong instead of the construct in the study. Hence, based on 

the evaluation of cross-loading, discriminant validity is attained. Therefore, we can conclude that 

the reflective constructs demonstrate sufficient discriminant validity. 

Table 4. 5 Discriminant Validity- Cross-Loading  

 UB

I 

CU

S 

NA

V 

EN

J 

AE

S 

INA

C 

SOP

R 

Flo

w 

DVE

X 

SPE

X 

PA

T 

UCR

AV 

IND/C

OL 

UBI1 0.9

08 

0.5

45 

0.6

90 

0.5

75 

0.6

92 

0.65

3 

0.46

7 

0.5

53 

0.63

5 

0.52

9 

0.6

24 

0.377 0.586 

UBI2 0.9

08 

0.5

07 

0.6

32 

0.5

18 

0.6

24 

0.59

3 

0.33

7 

0.4

92 

0.57

2 

0.47

0 

0.5

60 

0.398 0.637 

UBI3 0.8

80 

0.5

25 

0.6

85 

0.5

70 

0.6

67 

0.64

3 

0.49

1 

0.5

60 

0.61

9 

0.52

5 

0.5

96 

0.363 0.572 

UBI4 0.9

29 

0.4

98 

0.6

50 

0.5

59 

0.6

36 

0.62

7 

0.36

7 

0.5

22 

0.59

9 

0.45

0 

0.6

02 

0.326 0.586 

UBI5 0.9

16 

0.5

01 

0.6

91 

0.5

39 

0.6

34 

0.61

6 

0.44

0 

0.5

63 

0.59

1 

0.49

7 

0.5

94 

0.317 0.562 

CUS1 0.4

65 

0.8

65 

0.5

69 

0.6

38 

0.5

64 

0.58

3 

0.44

1 

0.6

39 

0.66

8 

0.62

1 

0.7

14 

0.369 0.563 

CUS2 0.5

15 

0.8

86 

0.6

03 

0.6

53 

0.6

02 

0.61

6 

0.48

7 

0.6

52 

0.66

9 

0.60

9 

0.6

87 

0.396 0.541 

CUS3 0.4

76 

0.8

58 

0.5

49 

0.6

50 

0.5

81 

0.61

1 

0.51

6 

0.6

91 

0.66

1 

0.60

2 

0.6

29 

0.349 0.503 

CUS4 0.5

33 

0.8

35 

0.5

62 

0.6

28 

0.5

73 

0.62

6 

0.49

0 

0.6

68 

0.67

1 

0.58

8 

0.6

30 

0.342 0.541 

CUS5 0.4

31 

0.8

15 

0.5

60 

0.6

07 

0.5

57 

0.61

2 

0.51

7 

0.6

47 

0.60

0 

0.65

3 

0.6

65 

0.436 0.542 

Navi1 0.6

11 

0.5

68 

0.8

64 

0.6

05 

0.6

70 
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Validating Higher-Order Constructs 

According to Sarstedt et al. (2019), higher-order constructs need to assess the validity of the 

measurement model of the higher-order construct as a whole, represented by the relationships 

between the higher-order constructs and its lower-order components along with the measurement 

models of the lower-order components. In this study, functional, emotional and social values are 

the higher-order constructs (HOC), composed of lower-order components (LOC). As such, 

Functional value consists of ubiquity, customization and navigation; Emotional value comprises 

enjoyment and aesthetics; social value is formed based on interactivity and social presence.  In 

order to establish the higher-order construct validity, outers weights, outer loading and VIF 

should be examined (Sarstedt et al., 2019). In doing so, the statistical significance of outer 
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weight was assessed in which the p-value of all the constructs was less than 0.05. Furthermore, 

outer loadings were found greater than .50 for each of the lower orders constructs. Finally, VIF 

values were assessed to check collinearity; all VIF values are less than the recommended value 

of 5 ( Hair et al., 2019). Since all criteria are met, the higher-order constructs validity was 

established. (See Table 4.6) 

Table 4. 6  Higher Order Construct Validity  

HOC LOC Outer 

Weight 

T-Statistics P-Value Outer-

loading 

VIF 

Functional 

value 

Ubiquity 0.089 1.421 0.155 0.741 2.251 

 Customization  0.604 8.679 0.000 0.933 1.846 

 Navigation 0.418 5.784 0.000 0.887 2.749 

Emotional 

Value 

Aesthetic 0.388 4.819 0.000 0.925 2.994 

 Enjoyment 0.658 8.399 0.000 0.974 2.994 

Social 

Value 

Interactivity 0.845 15.707 0.000 0.990 2.090 

 Social Presence 0.201 3.170 0.002 0.811 2.090 

HOC= Higher-order construct; LOC=Lower-order construct 

 

In addition, to assure the discriminant validity of all reflective constructs in stage 2 is not 

violated, we confirmed that the heterotrait-monotrait ratio of correlations (HTMT criterion) is 

below 0.9 for all the reflective constructs (Henseler et al., 2015). (Table 4.7) 
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Table 4. 7 Discriminant Validity. HTMT 

 DVEX IND/COL PAT SPEX UCRAV 

DVEX      

IND/COL 0.761     

PAT 0.891 0.829    

SPEX 0.857 0.686 0.798   

UCRAV 0.496 0.699 0.541 0.517  

DVEX=Diversive Exploration; Individualism-Collectivism=IND/COl; PAT=Patronage 

Intention; Uncertainty Avoidance= UCRAV 

 

4.3.2. Structural Model  

 

The next step in structural equation modelling is assessing the inner relationships between 

independent and dependent variables. The ultimate goal of the structural model is to evaluate the 

hypothesized relationship in the research framework. However, a structural model assessment 

begins with the coefficient of determination R² evaluation and the blindfolding-based cross-

validated redundancy measure (Q ²). In addition, researchers should assess their model’s out-of-

sample predictive power by using the PLSpredict procedure (Shmueli et al., 2019). Finally, the 

statistical significance and relevance of the path coefficients are measured to examine the 

hypotheses.  

Regarding assessing the structural model, we considered coefficients of determination (R²), size 

and significance of path coefficients, predictive relevance (Q ²), and PLS-predict to estimate the 

inner paths’ model. The initial structural model's evaluation criteria are the R² measures. R² 

values of 0.75, 0.50, or 0.25 for endogenous variables in the structural model can, as a rule of 

thumb, be described as substantial, moderate, or weak, respectively. The results in the Table 4. 8 

show that all R² values are over 0.70. The primary measure of the cross-validated predictive 
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relevance is the Stone–Geisser’s Q ². The gauge assumes that the model must adequately predict 

each endogenous latent construct’s indicators. Q ² is measured based on the blindfolding 

procedure, and its value above zero shows that the observed values are well reconstructed and 

that the model has predictive relevance. Q ²-values below zero indicate a lack of predictive 

relevance, and the values higher than 0, 0.25 and 0.50 depict the PLS path model's small, 

medium and large predictive accuracy, respectively. Given that the values of Q² (q square )are 

positive and above 0.5, the results depict large predictive accuracy of the PLS path model. 

Therefore, the model has estimation relevance and adequately predicts each endogenous latent 

construct’s indicators. The results show that there is significance in the prediction of the 

constructs (see table 4.8). Hence, based on the findings with regards to R² and Q ², the strong 

predictive capability is established. 

Furthermore, this study applied PLSpredict to assess a model’s out-of-sample predictive power. 

Using the suggested procedure by Shmueli et al. (2019) to compare the errors from the PLS 

model analysis with the naïve LM (linear regression model) benchmark, as shown in Table 4.8, 

In the first step, using ten repetitions, we find that all the endogenous constructs’ indicators 

outperform the most naïve benchmark (i.e. the training sample’s indicator means), as all the 

indicators yield 𝑄𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡
2   values are above 0(𝑄𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡

2   values >0) in our model. Next, we analyze 

the prediction errors in greater detail to identify the relevant prediction statistic. Comparing the 

RMSE values from the PLS-SEM analysis with the naïve LM benchmark, we find that the PLS-

SEM analysis produces lower prediction errors for majority the indicators. For example, when 

using PLS-SEM to estimate the model, indicators SPXP-1, and SPXP-2 have RMSE values of 

1.025, and 0.917, whereas the LM produces RMSE values of 1.055and 0.949 for these 

indicators. The majority of the values of RMSE are smaller than those of the LM. Thus, the 
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model of this study has medium predictive power and is efficient in explaining mobile users’ 

exploratory behaviour and their future patronage intention. 

Table 4. 8 Predictive Quality of Model 

 R²  Q ² PLS-SEM 

RMSE 

PLS-SEM 

Q²_predict 

LM-

RMSE 

LM 

Q²_predict 

PLS-SEM 

RMSE - 

LM-

RMSE 

Specific 

Exploration 

0.700 0. 0.551      

SPXP-1   1.025 0.421 1.055 0.387 -0.088 

SPXP-2   0.917 0.508 0.949 0.472 -0.039 

SPXP-3   0.854 0.559 0.881 0.531 -0.069 

Diversive 

Exploration 

0.738 0.617      

DVXP-1   0.862 0.608 0.868 0.603 -0.006 

DVXP-2   0.856 0.569 0.853 0.571 0.003 

DVXP-3   0.792 0.642 0.812 0.623 -0.020 

Flow 0.831 0.536      

Flow-1   0.770 0.657 0.811 0.620 -0.041 

Flow-2   1.041 0.335 1.079 0.287 -0.038 

Flow-3   0.937 0.492 0.930 0.500 0.007 

Flow-4   0.819 0.560 0.856 0.520 -0.037 

Flow-5   1.025 0.399 1.088 0.324 -0.063 

Flow-6   0.793 0.642 0.786 0.648 0.007 

Flow-7   0.842 0.549 0.823 0.568 0.019 

Flow-8   0.823 0.593 0.841 0.576 -0.018 

Patronage 

Intention 

0.719 0.523      

PAT-3   1.047 0.432 1.071 0.406 -0.024 

PAT-5   0.885 0.477 0.937 0.414 -0.052 

PAT-7   0.810 0.603 0.801 0.612 -0.009 
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PAT-9   0.883 0.545 0.894 0.533 -0.011 

 

 

Hypotheses Testing 

The estimated values for path relationships in the structural model should be evaluated in terms 

of the sign, magnitude, and significance by means of a bootstrapping procedure. Paths that are 

not significant or show signs contrary to the hypothesized direction do not support a prior 

hypothesis, whereas significant paths showing the hypothesized direction empirically support the 

proposed relationship. 

Results indicate that functional value has a significant positive and direct influence on specific 

exploration (H1a) and diversive exploration (H1b). However, the results revealed that emotional 

value has a negative impact on specific (H2a) and a positive effect on diversive exploration 

(H2b). Moreover, the findings do not support the direct link between social value, specific 

exploration (H3a), and diversive exploration (H3b). Our results reveal that all three independent 

variables – functional, emotional and social value – positively influence the flow. The results 

also confirmed the existence of a direct relationship between flow and specific exploration (H4a) 

and diversive exploration (H4b). In addition, the results showed that specific exploration (H7) 

and diversive exploration (H8) positively impact the future patronage intention. Lastly, regarding 

the effect of control variables, these results revealed that age has a negative effect on specific 

exploration and individualism-collectivism has a positive impact on future patronage and 

diversive exploration. Notwithstanding, the effects of age, gender, education, internet plan, 

individualism-collectivism, and uncertainty avoidance on the dependent variables were 

insignificant for most relationships. (see Table 4.9)  
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Table 4. 9 Hypothesis testing  

 Std-β T-value 

P 

Values 

95% BCa 

confidence 

interval 

 

LB UB 

H1a: Functional -> Specific  0.279 2.142 0.032** 0.016 0.520 Supported 

H1b: Functional -> Diversive  0.360 3.151 0.002** 0.130 0.577 Supported 

H1c: Functional -> Flow 0.176 2.093 0.036** 0.024 0.355 Supported 

H2a: Emotional -> Specific  

-0.211 1.775 0.076* -0.441 0.028 Not 

Supported 

H2b: Emotional -> Diversive  0.184 1.754 0.081* -0.034 0.382 Supported 

H2c: Emotional -> Flow 0.390 4.267 0.000** 0.197 0.556 Supported 

H3a: Social -> Specific  0.158 1.335 0.182 -0.083 0.381 Not 

Supported 

H3b: Social -> Diversive  -0.015 0.149 0.881 -0.208 0.198 Not 

Supported 

H3c: Social -> Flow 0.359 3.675 0.000** 0.173 0.553 Supported 

H4a: Flow -> Specific  0.542 4.532 0.000** 0.318 0.780 Supported 

H4b: Flow -> Diversive  0.237 2.341 0.019** 0.055 0.448 Supported 

H7: Specific -> Patronage Intention 0.156 2.326 0.020** 0.022 0.285 Supported 

H8: Diversive -> Patronage Intention 0.454 6.458 0.000** 0.318 0.594 Supported 

Control Variable 

Age -> Diversive  -0.048 1.127 0.260 -0.137 0.975 NA 

Age -> Flow 0.021 0.644 0.520 -0.059 0.067 NA 

Age -> Patronage Intention -0.005 0.100 0.920 -0.113 0.077 NA 

Age -> Specific  -0.109 2.231 0.026 -0.183 0.006 NA 

Education -> Diversive  -0.028 0.682 0.495 -0.077 0.082 NA 

Education -> Flow 0.032 0.793 0.428 -0.072 0.076 NA 

Education -> Patronage Intention -0.020 0.376 0.707 -0.097 0.106 NA 

Education -> Specific  0.034 0.706 0.480 -0.084 0.099 NA 

Gender -> Diversive  -0.033 0.988 0.323 -0.092 0.038 NA 

Gender -> Flow 0.019 0.753 0.451 -0.033 0.066 NA 

Gender -> Patronage Intention 0.031 0.962 0.336 -0.031 0.097 NA 

Gender -> Specific  0.028 0.714 0.475 -0.044 0.107 NA 

Individualism-collectivism -> 

Diversive  

0.153 2.176 0.030 0.018 0.074 
NA 

Individualism-collectivism -> Flow -0.016 0.237 0.813 -0139 0.129 NA 

Individualism-collectivism -> 

Patronage Intention 

0.330 4.785 0.000 0.199 0.466 
NA 

Individualism-collectivism -> 

Specific  

0.082 1.200 0.230 -0.049 0.220 
NA 

Internet Plan -> Diversive  -0.028 0.689 0.491 -0.081 0.074 NA 

Internet Plan -> Flow -0.024 0.663 0.507 -0.072 0.066 NA 

Internet Plan -> Patronage Intention -0.010 0.247 0.805 -0.081 0.075 NA 

Internet Plan -> Specific  -0.041 0.790 0.430 -0.106 0.092 NA 

Uncertainty Avoidance -> Diversive  0.024 0.502 0.616 -0.073 0.110 NA 

Uncertainty Avoidance -> Flow 0.059 1.289 0.197 -0.035 0.145 NA 

Uncertainty Avoidance -> Patronage 

Intention 

-0.002 0.037 0.970 -0.103 0.090 
NA 

Uncertainty Avoidance -> Specific  0.055 1.122 0.262 -0.044 0.148 NA 
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**P<.05; *P<.1; NA = non-applicable. 

Mediation Analysis 

H5: Flow mediates the positive relationship between (a) functional (b) emotional, (c) social and 

Diversive exploration 

H6: Flow mediates the positive relationship between (a) functional (b) emotional, (c) social and 

Specific exploration 

If a third variable takes place between two other variables, the opportunity arises to assess the 

mediation effect for the intervened variable. In other words, a change in the exogenous construct 

produces a change in the mediator variable, thereby changing the endogenous construct. 

(Matthews, Hair, & Matthews, 2018). Total effect indicates the impacts of the independent 

variable on the dependent variable without the mediator's involvement. The indirect effect shows 

the impact of the independent variable on the dependent variable through the mediating variable. 

Direct effect means the impact of the independent variable on the dependent variable in the 

presence of the mediator. Testing for mediation in a model requires a series of analyses 

beginning with testing the significance of the indirect effect via the mediator variable. If the 

indirect effect is not significant, then the intervened variable is not operating as a mediator in the 

relationship. However, if the relationship between exogenous variable and mediator, as well as 

the relationship between the mediator and endogenous variable, are significant, then the next test 

is to check the direct effect between the exogenous and endogenous variable. If this relationship 

is not significant, indirect-only (full) mediation has occurred. This mediation occurs when the 

indirect effect is significant but not the direct effect in the mediated model. Alternatively, if the 

direct effect between the exogenous and endogenous variable is significant, then partial 

mediation has occurred (Hair, Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2016).  
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Mediation analysis was performed to assess the mediating role of flow. The result (see Table 

4.10) revealed insignificant (p>.05) mediating roles of flow on relationship between functional 

value and diversive exploration (β= 0.044, T-value= 1.276, P-value= 0.202), but significant 

partial mediation on specific exploration (β= 0.101, T-value= 1.797, P-value=. 0.072< .1). 

Moreover, the results revealed significant (p<.1) partially mediating roles of flow on relationship 

between emotional value and diversive exploration (β= .092, T-value= 1.976, P-value= 0.048); 

and specific exploration (β= 0.211, T-value= 2.953, P-value= 0.003). Furthermore, the results 

showed that flow fully mediate the relationship between social value and diversive (β= 0.085, T-

value= 2.165, P-value= 0.030), and specific exploration (β= 0.194, T-value= 2.944, P-value= 

0.003).  

Table 4. 10 Mediation Effect 

 Total effect Direct effect Indirect effect 
 

 Effect T-value Effect T-value Effect T-value P-value 

 Functional -> Diversive Functional -> Flow -> Diversive 

H5(a) 0.404 3.528** 0.360 3.151** 0.044 1.276 0.202 Not mediated 

 Functional -> Specific Exploration Functional -> Flow -> Specific 

H6(a) 0.380 2.786** 0.279 2.142** 0.101 1.797* 0.072 Partially-Mediated 

 Emotional -> Diversive Emotional->Flow-> Diversive 

H5(b) 0.300 2.830** 0.184 1.745* 0.092 1.976** 0.048 Partially mediated 

 Emotional -> Specific Emotional -> Flow -> Specific 

H6(b) 0.000 0.004 -0.211 1.775* 0.211 2.953** 0.003 Partially mediated 

 Social -> Diversive Social -> Flow -> Diversive 

H5(c ) 0.070 0.740 -0.015 0.149 0.085 2.165** 0.030 Fully mediated 

 Social -> Specific Social -> Flow -> Specific 

H6(c ) 0.352 3.224** 0.158 1.335 0.194 2.944** 0.003 Fully mediated 

**p<.05; * p<.1 
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5. Discussion and Implications 

 

The presented study was designed to investigate the role of consumer exploratory behaviours in 

the context of mobile commerce. Prior studies have noted that exploratory behaviours could 

emerge in two different ways: diversive and specific exploration. While diversive exploration 

occurs when people suffer from a lack of stimuli, thereby attempting to increase the size of 

stimuli, specific exploration arises to reduce the magnitude of stimuli. Also, previous studies 

have attributed the quality of interaction between the consumers and computer-mediated devices, 

like handheld mobile devices, to acquired value(s) by consumers from the platform. In this sense, 

functional, emotional and social value and their components, as discussed in the extant literature, 

significantly impact how users perceive and evaluate their consumption experiences. In addition, 

existing research recognizes the critical role of the “flow state” in both human-computer 

interaction and consumer exploratory behaviour. However, what remains unclear is how the 

mobile commerce idiosyncrasies affect consumers' exploratory behaviours. Thus, the primary 

purpose of this study was to examine the effect of mobile commerce characteristics on consumer 

exploratory behaviours and how such behaviours impact consumer patronage intention to use 

mobile devices.  

The findings of this study vindicate that perceived m-commerce functionality impacts the 

activation of exploratory behaviour. If consumers readily use the platform and access the 

information and landing pages, they will explore the mobile online environment more likely to 

fill their knowledge gap. Given that functional value may reduce individual usage of psychic 

energy, provide comfort and save more time for consumers, people are more likely involved in 

the platform fortified with such benefits. Our findings are in line with Zheng (2019), Fang (2017) 

and Richard and Chandra (2005). As with Parker and Wang (2016), we also suggest that m-
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commerce practitioners should design the m-commerce setting in which mobile commerce users 

easily achieve personalized content.  However, since in our study we focus on smartphone and 

tablet users, future studies should investigate how devices functional characteristics could impact 

exploratory behaviour in other forms of mobile devices such as mobile assistants (e.g. Amazon 

Echo, Google Assistant) and wearable smart devices (e.g. smartwatch, VR goggle).  

Furthermore, the findings suggest that while m-commerce functional attributes directly and 

positively influence the flow state, the flow state does not mediate the relationship between 

functional value and diversive exploratory behaviour. One possible explanation could be that 

functional value enhances the control of users over their experience in mobile devices platform, 

leading consumers to pay more attention to their tasks. However, explorers do not need to pay 

more attention or immerse themselves in tasks to perceive the usage difficulty or inefficacy of 

designed websites when looking for increasing their options or broadening their knowledge. 

They can easily perceive such system deficiency during their usage.  

Otherwise, the result shows that flow could partially mediate the relationship between the 

functional value and specific exploratory behaviour. One possible explanation for this finding is 

that consumers who are trying to find specific information have a more likely goal-oriented 

attitude. They need more advance instrumental features to achieve their desired contents 

successfully. Given that utilizing the advanced tools may usher a high-level challenge, surfers 

need a higher skill level to achieve the challenge-skill balance. Therefore, on this occasion, 

consumers need to be cognitively absorbed in the provided setting to discern how the system 

works and how features can provide sought information. A more systematic analysis, an 

experimental design, of high versus low control or attention in activities may substantiate this 

observation and shed further light on why high flow states do not yield diversive exploratory 
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behaviour when functional value matters. Besides, in accordance with Valinatajbahnamiri and 

Siahtiri (2021) regarding the distractors or inhibitors of flow in a computer-mediated 

environment, handheld mobile features such as notifications, small screen size, limited memory 

space, network failure, slow response from the mediated environment could destroy the flow 

state during the performance of an exclusive task. Thus, further research requires understanding 

the impact of mobile devices' functional aspects on the length and depth of flow state. 

The result of this study indicates that the m-commerce emotional characteristics (i.e. enjoyment 

and aesthetic) influence the diversive exploratory behaviours. Contrary to our expectations, the 

findings provide somewhat counterintuitive suggestions regarding the negative influence of 

emotional value on specific exploration. This result may be explained by the fact that consumers 

tend to be more experiential-oriented when doing the diversive exploration. In this sense, the 

more emotional features of m-commerce may provide greater pleasure for the consumers when 

they try to broaden the range of their alternatives and build the consideration set. Our findings 

support those of Liu et al. (2020), who found that visual appeal positively enhances consumer 

arousal in the mobile shopping context. These authors discussed that properly using integrated 

colors, novelty design and image display might attract consumers and stimulate their arousal 

levels. These results ,also, reflect those of Richard et al. (2010), who found that sensory and 

hedonic elements of a website have a positive effect on exploratory behaviours.  

However, what is surprising is that the result yielded a negative link between emotional and 

specific exploration. The current study's finding does not support that of Zheng et al. (2019) who 

indicate that emotional characteristics of m-commerce have a positive effect on the utilitarian 

browsing behaviour of consumers who are looking for specific desired information. This result 

may be explained by the fact that the specific exploration is a more goal-oriented activity, and 
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emotional characteristics could have a negative impact on consumers when they are heading to 

find the depth of information. Cai and Xu, (2011) discussed that when online users perform a 

task-oriented activity, they are more likely to consider classical aesthetics, rather than expressive 

aesthetics, as a necessity rather than an extra. Recently investigators have reported that the 

majority of the non-significant effects of hedonic motivation on behavioural intention to use m-

commerce systems, examined in the extant literature, were impelled through the extrinsic 

motivation of individuals to enhance the performance capability of the underlying task. (Ain, 

Kaur, & Waheed, 2016; Koenig-Lewis, Marquet, Palmer, & Zhao, 2015; C. Martins, Oliveira, & 

Popovič, 2014; Slade, Dwivedi, Piercy, & Williams, 2015) They concluded that when utilitarian 

outcomes take priority over the hedonic outcomes, consumer may not tend to rely on hedonic 

motivation to involve the system (Tamilmani et al., 2019). Therefore, given that individuals 

doing specific exploration are more likely looking for special and detailed contents to enhance 

their knowledge and fill their knowledge gap to reduce their anxiety resulting from an overload 

of information, offering the garnished contents or stressed joyful experience load more 

unnecessary information that could have adverse effects. As a case in point, offering several 

different colours, fonts and pictures to surfers who tend to conduct specific exploration might 

provoke consumers' backlash (Mahnke et al., 2015). Despite these promising results, for future 

research it would be interesting to investigate how different arousal (calm vs excited) and 

valence level (positive vs negative) (Bestelmeyer et al., 2017) could moderate the relationship 

between emotional cues and exploratory behaviour in an experimental setting. Bestelmeyer et al., 

(2017) found that arousal and valance are interdependent dimensions of emotion. In future study, 

for example, with designing experimental stimuli one might want to test that how low (high) 
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arousal and positive (negative) valence could impact on offered mobile commerce emotional 

stimuli.  

The results also confirmed that being in the flow state could partially mediate the effect of 

emotional value on diversive and specific exploration. A possible explanation for this might be 

that consumers may be instigated to explore the m-commerce environment if the emotional cues 

grab their full attention and bring out pure enjoyment. In line with Janiszewski (1998), our 

results provided evidence that an exploratory behaviour can explain differences in attention in an 

m-commerce setting. In this sense, visual stimuli and enjoyable cues should be attractive enough 

to win the competition amongst the other environmental stimuli, either from the physical 

environment or the online environment. Looking forward to reaching an optimal stimulation 

level, consumers may immerse themselves in an aesthetically pleasing and exciting environment 

of m-commerce. Monotones environment may not grab the consumer's attention, which, in turn, 

does not likely initiate exploratory behaviour. This interesting finding confirms that how the 

elements of m-commerce are designed and visually represented and how these elements excite 

the consumer to reach out a full-involvement experience is vital to fill the knowledge gap 

resulting from under-stimulation or overstimulation. 

 Moreover, as we have already found out, the direct effect of emotional value on specific 

exploration is negative, but with the intervention of the flow the effect of emotional value on the 

specific exploration is positively significant. This interesting result might be explained by the 

fact that with full concentration on the attended setting of m-commerce, even consumers looking 

for depth in information and getting rid of unrelated stimuli may require being excited and 

exposed by emotionally pleasing content. However, m-commerce practitioners should be 

cautious regarding how much they put emotional cues in their platforms. These emotional signals 
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should not result in consumers’ frustration and should not be flashy because individuals in this 

occasion have already been overwhelmed by information. Still, these cues should be, to some 

extent, attention-grabbing, putting consumers a step forward to reach the desired information. A 

minimalistic approach to build up content and context may address this issue. Pangarkar, Shukla, 

and Taylor (2021) identified that consumers with inconspicuous minimalism typically pay more 

attention to details and care about high-quality patterns and designs that offer simple and 

aesthetic signals. However, further work is required to understand the effect of different levels of 

emotional signals on consumer exploratory behaviour. 

The third hypothesis in this study sought to investigate the influence of social value on diversive 

and specific exploration. Contrary to expectations, this study did not find a significant effect of 

social value on diversive and specific exploration. This finding is partly consistent with that of 

Zheng et al. (2019), who showed that interpersonal interaction does not influence utilitarian 

browsing to obtain determined information about the product. However, the current study has 

been unable to demonstrate another findings of Zheng et al. (2019), in which interpersonal 

interaction positively influences reactional browsing. Perhaps in the current study, participants 

found that the source of interaction in m-commerce is not trustworthy to gather desired 

information with the help of which they can broaden or deepen their knowledge. Likewise, 

consumers who may suffer from the lack of interactivity and/or social presence through m-

commerce cannot only rely on such social cues to obtain desired content. One possible 

explanation may lie in the social capital theory (L. T. Huang, 2016). According to this theory, the 

level of a social tie between people, whether weak or strong, is associated with the perceived 

credibility of online communication. Such credibility stems from personal acquaintance, 

believability, and the trust relationships between message senders and receivers (Gvili & Levy, 
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2018). As a case in point, Alalwan (2020) stressed the role of credibility, richness and relevance 

of online reviews and rating in mobile apps. Therefore, users who attended the m-commerce 

setting to explore available information to fill the gap in their knowledge may not find the social 

cues as a reliable source of information gathering directly helpful. Moreover, Tarhini et al. 

(2019) discussed that those m-commerce users who have more knowledge and experience using 

a new system are less likely to depend on support from social system. This suggested that since 

our Russian participants were almost well-educated users who can easily familiarize themselves 

with the attended setting and discover what they are looking for, they have not found it essential 

to get involved with other people's beliefs and thoughts throughout the mobile environment 

surfing. Our results support the recent evidence of consumer mobile adoption (e.g. Shaw and 

Sergueeva, 2019) that contended mobile adoption is often conducted solo and voluntarily. 

However, with a small sample size focused only on Russian users, caution must be applied, as 

the findings might not comprehensively understand different societies.  Therefore, a further study 

with more focus on various societies or even different social classes within the societies is 

suggested. 

Notwithstanding, it was found that the social value may impact specific and diversive 

exploration when the flow state mediates the surfers’ performance. A possible interpretation of 

this finding is that consumers who are looking for filling their knowledge gap, whether it has 

resulted from a lack of stimuli or overload of stimuli, require to pay full attention to various 

social cues, to control over the process of information collection accord with established social 

patterns, and to respond appropriately to stimuli congruent with that of the challenge of social 

system or systems with which the person interacts. Given that social value is created during 

system usage, the interaction between consumers and service provider is inevitable. According to 
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Hoffman and Novak (1996), consumers who embrace communication with vendors enhance 

their competence of control over the information collection. Deep involvement in the attended 

setting requires intense concentration from consumers. Attention is essential to create the 

possibility of exchanging information between and within consumers and marketing agents, and 

consequently for systemic interaction.  According to Csikszentmihalyi (2014, p 14), without 

mutual attention, persons cannot experience the reality of being part of the same system. As E. 

Huang et al. (2012) argued, consumers experience joyful experiences when higher involvement 

is accompanied by higher affinity. They found that more involvement in online social occasions 

increased participants’ interest toward the platform and the available information there. Lee and 

Gan (2020) reported that social interaction between sellers and buyers might create positive 

affective responses in which the consumers feel closers to vendors. These results also accord 

with extant literature (Animesh et al., 2011; Okazaki & Mendez, 2013), which showed that 

interactivity and social presence positively influence flow state. 

This thesis has provided a deeper insight into the flow state and exploratory behaviour literature.  

This study set out to assess the importance of the relationship between flow state and specific 

and diversive exploratory behaviours in m-commerce. This finding broadly supports the work of 

other studies in this area linking flow with exploratory behaviour. According to Richard et al. 

(2010), the flow state, which occurs when the trade-off between skill and challenges appears 

beyond the critical threshold, could facilitate exploratory behaviour in an online environment. 

Moreover, our study accords with the earlier findings in online shopping literature, which 

showed that individuals experiencing the flow state are more likely to engage in exploratory 

behaviour (Korzaan, 2003). In this study, we consider flow state as a formative variable 

measured by a survey method. Notwithstanding, in future investigations, it might be possible to 
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use the Experience Sampling Method, the most widely used approach to measuring flow, to 

assess flow state in m-commerce.  

Last but not least, it was hypothesized that diversive and specific exploration have a positive 

influence on patronage intention. These results seem to be consistent with other research, which 

found that specific exploratory behaviour (Beck & Crié, 2018) has a positive effect on patronage 

intention and that exploratory behaviour (Demangeot & Broderick, 2009) leads to commitment 

to the attended online platform. Exploratory behaviours help consumers have a clear image of 

the desired information related to the products and companies. In this sense, because both 

diversive and specific exploratory behaviour put the consumers at an optimal level and fulfill 

their knowledge gap, surfers can satisfy their information-gathering experience in m-commerce 

(Lashkova, Antón, & Camarero, 2019). According to C. H. Lin et al. (2005), satisfaction in 

online experience leads to patronage behaviour. Moreover, these results might further indicate 

that filling the knowledge gap and finding answers to explorations are not the end of the 

consumer's curiosity journey. The more informed and adept they become, the greater it is for 

them to identify the new holes in their knowledge and unprecedented questions they may want to 

explore. However, the future study should examine whether a consumer who has not had a 

successful experience to fill their knowledge gap and find the desired information through the 

exploratory process in m-commerce settings would still be interested in following the 

information related to the companies from other resources. The possible answer to this 

comparative question may shed light on the significant role of mobile commerce in everyday 

life. 
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Theoretical and practical Implication 

This study makes several contributions to the current literature. First, we extend the literature on 

curiosity and exploratory behaviour to mobile commerce by studying how contextual factors 

impact flow state, diversive and specific exploration, which in turn influence patronage intention. 

Despite the prevalent usage of m-commerce in each and every aspects of life, little progress has 

been made in understanding how consumers conduct exploratory behaviour in the mobile 

commerce environment; and what factors could play roles in the consumers’ exploratory 

performance. Drawing on perceived value literature and developing a research model based on 

the S-O-R framework, we explain and validate the significant role of environmental stimuli in 

influencing exploratory behaviours and flow state as organism elements, and future patronage 

intention as consumer response and outcome of our model. Although the identified factors in this 

study do not form a thorough list, they provide an initial vantage point from which to identify 

other crucial variables related to consumer mobile exploratory behaviour.  

Second, recognizing the need to integrate the functional, emotional and social aspects of mobile 

commerce, we employ the S-O-R framework to investigate how functional characteristics (i.e. 

ubiquity, customization, and navigation), emotional characteristics (enjoyment and aesthetic) and 

social characteristics (i.e. interactivity and social presence) of handheld mobile devices, more 

specifically smartphones, impact flow and consumers online exploratory experience and, 

subsequently, the use, revisit and recommend the attended platform. These findings extend prior 

research on m-commerce, which has mainly focused on utilitarian and hedonic dimensions of m-

commerce (Ashraf et al., 2021), and provide a conceptual foundation for investigating those 

environmental stimuli as higher-order formative constructs. Also, to avoid inconsistency in the 

operationalization of the flow state (Valinatajbahnamiri & Siahtiri, 2021), this work contributes 
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to existing knowledge of online flow by providing evidence to strengthen the flow state as a 

formative unidimensional construct.   

Third, we address one outstanding issue regarding the critical influence of exploratory behaviour 

in the online environment, particularly m-commerce. Although prior researchers acknowledge 

the potential role of curiosity-motivated behaviours in shaping consumer behaviour, there were 

unresolved questions (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010) regarding how to characterize and 

measure consumer diversive and specific exploration in online atmosphere. Employing the 

psychologists' works (Litman & Spielberger, 2003; Kashdan et al., 2009), we contribute to the 

online consumer behaviour literature by operationalizing and measuring both diversive and 

specific consumer exploratory behaviour constructs. The empirical validation of our conceptual 

model offers helpful insights to researchers and establishes a study of exploratory behaviour in 

mobile commerce environment as a fruitful research stream. Also, prior to this study, it was 

difficult to predict how diversive and specific exploration impact consumer patronage intention, 

but empirical evidence enhances our knowledge in this regard. Moreover, the present research 

provides additional evidence with respect to the link between flow and exploratory behaviour.   

The paper also contributes to practice. This study offers insights to managers who are developing 

and rendering services in m-commerce. Specifically, our results suggest that m-commerce 

practitioners should focus not only on providing instrumental features that enable network 

navigation but also on offering emotional and social features that enhance the flow and 

exploratory behaviours of participants. In this regard, the findings suggest that it is advisable to 

use the most recent technology by which consumers empower to perform exploratory behaviour 

easier and collect desired content more precisely. As a case in point, m-commerce service 

providers may take advantage of the enhanced bandwidth of 5G technology to provide higher-
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quality, interactive, and immersive experiences. Such instrumental features also help companies 

to collect more accurate data through which they offer high-quality personalized services.  Using 

artificial intelligence and Big Data algorithms, m-commerce developers should collect, 

categorize and analyze previous patterns of consumer exploratory behaviours. Therefore, they 

could match the future contents and information with what the consumers may expect to see. 

This strategy is more likely to put the companies or product at the top of the list of search 

engines and help consumers reach out the desired information faster and easier. 

The evidence from this study provides a new understanding regarding paradoxical reactions of 

emotional cues to exploratory behaviour.  This study indicates that while emotional features of 

m-commerce directly enhance consumer diversive exploration, these signals negatively impact 

consumers' specific exploration. This result suggests that m-commerce practitioners should be 

cautious in working with emotional elements because providing enjoyment and aesthetic features 

will enhance the performance of consumers who are exploring the m-commerce environment to 

broaden their knowledge and reduce those of people who looked for narrowing down their 

knowledge. One strategy to tackle this discrepancy is that m-commerce providers need to 

proactively identify their consumers’ requirements and predict how they will conduct 

exploratory behaviours. Therefore, the practitioners enable to distinct their offered features based 

on those target groups. For example, when m-commerce providers deal with bored consumers, 

they could intensify those emotional elements, such as visual appeal and adventurous and 

exhilarating gestures. Otherwise, if m-commerce developers take care of anxious consumers 

suffering from information overload, they should reduce emotional stimuli and present neat, 

clear, and organized information. However, the results suggested that being in the flow state 

could enhance the effect of emotional attributes on both forms of exploratory behaviours. We 
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suggested that m-commerce developers should spark curiosity if they expect to develop deep 

consumer involvement in the platform. Using curiosity-evoking content such as teasing content, 

the practitioners could intentionally reject to provide all information that consumers need in the 

first place; instead, they partially offer information, convincing consumers to stay in tune with 

the company to discover that unrevealed information. 

Finally, our findings also suggest that social interaction and relationships with other consumers, 

as well as marketing agents, activate participants’ exploratory performance through m-commerce 

usage with the presence of the flow state. This particular research finding points to the need for 

cognitive absorption, deep involvement and full concentration in online social occasions. Thus, 

m-commerce practitioners should provide an engaging setting in which consumers can enhance 

bonding relationships with other consumers, leading to experiencing deep involvement and 

joyful sociability. As such, consumers may not tend to leave the attended platform quickly but 

may stay longer to make friends, share experiences, gather information and augment knowledge. 

M-commerce service providers should create a virtual social space to deliver such two-way and 

intimate relationships for their communities. To promote socialization, m-commerce builders 

should open the door for connectivity and closeness among consumers exploring the platform 

and remove barriers that avoid gregariousness. Such dyadic relationships should be directed 

toward helping the communities’ members to fill their knowledge gap. Using the facts checker 

button could improve the reliability and trustworthiness of shared information, thereby 

enhancing interactivity. Amplifying m-commerce users’ communication frequency and intensity 

is vital to promote stability to use the platform regularly. Offering some rewards and possibilities 

to monetize the share content could encourage consumers to be a patron to the attended system. 

Given that our results accentuate that social signals appear in exploratory behaviour when 
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consumers are in the flow state, m-commerce service providers should be vigilant regarding the 

disturbance points that might thwart the occurrence of flow.  In doing so, m-commerce 

practitioners could partition the social space, isolating consumers from the peripheral 

distractions.   
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     Appendix 

Measurement scale  

Construct Definition/ Scale 

Functional Value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from 

(Okazaki & 

Mendez, 2013; 

H. L. Yang & 

Lin, 2017; 

Johnson et al., 

2020; Richard & 

Chandra, 2005) 

"the extent to which a product (good or service) has desired characteristics, 

is useful or performs the desired function."  (Smith & Colgate, 2007) 

 

Ubiquity: Mobile commerce is accessible “anywhere” and “anytime” at 

the point of need, without limitation. (Okazaki & Mendez, 2013) 

1. Mobile commerce can fulfill my access needs quickly 

2. Mobile commerce provides me with optimal information that is 

contextually relevant to me, based upon where I am 

3. I can access mobile commerce “anywhere” and “anytime” at the 

point of need. 

4. It is convenient to purchase via mobile commerce using a 

smartphone. 

Customization:  The extent to which mobile commerce can be tailored to 

users' activity contexts, preferences, and needs. (H. L. Yang & Lin, 2017) 

 

1. Mobile commerce can provide me with personalized offers tailored 

to my activity context 

2. Mobile commerce can provide me with more relevant information 

tailored to my preferences or personal interests 

3. Mobile commerce can provide me with the kind of information or 

service that I might like. 

Navigation: users accessing website media, including search and checking 

methods to self-guide, in order to determine which webpages to browse. 

(Johnson et al., 2020; Richard & Chandra, 2005) 

 

1. Mobile commerce has a clear process for browsing. 

2. Mobile commerce search features (e.g. filters, categories, suggested 

keywords) help me to find accurate information. 

3. It is easy to find the necessary information through internal 

hyperlinks when using mobile commerce.  

4. The categorization and layout of mobile commerce content (e.g. 

site map and menu items) is helpful to obtain what I am looking 

for. 

Emotional Value 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from 

(Li & Yeh, 2010 

“with the extent to which a product creates appropriate experiences, 

feelings, and emotions for the customer.” (Smith & Colgate, 2007) 

 

Aesthetic: Visual attractiveness and beauty inherent in the mobile 

commerce setting. (Johnson et al., 2020; Li & Yeh, 2010) 

 

1. The arrangements of mobile commerce elements (i.e., colours, 

boxes, fonts, etc.) are attractive. 
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; Nysveen et al., 

2005) 

2. I like the images and videos of products in mobile commerce. 

3. 3D product demonstration is interesting.  

4. The overall look and feel of the mobile commerce apps are visually 

appealing. 

 

Enjoyment: refers to the level of enjoyment, interest, or fun generated 

from interactions with mobile commerce. (Mathwick et al., 2001) 

1. Using mobile commerce brings me enjoyment.    

2. Using mobile commerce is fun 

3. Using mobile commerce keeps me happy. 

4. Using mobile commerce is interesting.  

Social Value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from 

(Fang, 2017) 

“user’s perceived level of interactivity and social presence in 

a medium.”  

Interactivity:  the consumer’s subjective perception high-quality 

interaction with the merchants” (Ou, Pavlou, & Davison, 2014). Liu (2003) 

identified that interactive communication comprises active control, two-

way communication and synchronicity. (Fang, 2017) 

Active control  

1. I felt that I had a lot of control over my experience with mobile 

commerce. 

2. While I used my smartphone, I could freely choose what I wanted  

3. While using my smartphone, my actions decided on the kind of 

experiences I had. 

Synchronicity  

4. My smartphone processed my input very quickly.  

5. I was able to get information from my smartphone very rapidly. 

6. When I clicked on my online smartphone features (i.e. internet 

browser or app), I felt I was getting the instantaneous information I 

expected. 

Two-way communication  

7. Mobile commerce facilitates two-way communication between 

consumers and the app. 

8. Mobile commerce gives consumers the opportunity to talk to it. 

9. Mobile commerce makes me feel it wants to listen to its consumers. 

Social presence: the feeling of psychological intimacy with a remote 

person. (Fang, 2017) 

 

1-There is a sense of human contact during the mobile commerce 

experience. 

2-The mobile commerce has a personal touch as I interface with it. 

3-There is no human-like warmth associated with mobile commerce (R). 

4-There is a sense of human sensitivity associated with mobile commerce. 
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Flow 

 

 

 

 

(Engeser & 

Rheinberg, 

2008) 

 

“is defined as a psychological state in which the person feels 

simultaneously cognitively efficient, motivated, and happy’’(Moneta & 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1996) 

 

1. I feel just the right amount of challenge. 

2. My thoughts/activities run fluidly and smoothly. 

3. I don’t notice the time passing.  

4. I have no difficulty concentrating. 

5. My mind is completely clear. 

6. I am totally absorbed in what I am doing. 

7. The right thoughts/movements occur of their own accord. 

8. I know what I have to do each step of the way. 

9. I feel that I have everything under control. 

10. I am completely lost in thought. 

Specific 

Exploration 

(Litman & 

Spielberger, 

2003) 

“specific explorations’ those that focus on specific stimuli such as 

information, virtual or vicarious experiences of a particular product, to 

reduce or resolve uncertainty, leading to a narrowing of options and, at 

times, in a decision. When in specific exploration mode, participants 

narrow their focus down to stimuli that are directly related to their current 

task.”(Demangeot & Broderick, 2010) 

1. See a complicated piece of machinery/ask someone how it works 

2. New kind of arithmetic problem/enjoy imagining solutions 

3. Incomplete puzzle/try and imagine the final solution 

4. Interested in discovering how things work 

5. Riddle/interested in trying to solve it 

Diversive 

Exploration 

(Litman & 

Spielberger, 

2003) 

“‘diversive explorations’ those that involve exposure to a range of stimuli 

and suggestions, increasing the diversity of options. When in diversive 

exploration mode, participants open themselves to new options and 

suggestions presented to them on the screen and seek ideas.”(Demangeot 

& Broderick, 2010) 

1. Enjoy learning about subjects which are unfamiliar 

2. Fascinating to learn new information 

3. Enjoy exploring new ideas 

4. Learn something new/like to find out more 

5. Enjoy discussing abstract concepts 

Patronage 

Intention 

 

 

(Baker et al., 

2002) 

Willingness to stay, interact, purchase and recommend, along with revisit 

intention toward an online store, are frequently parts of the patronage 

intention construct. (Y. Zhang et al., 2020) 

 

1. Willing to recommend. 

2. Willing to buy. 

3. Shopping likelihood 
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